
Awkward Conversations xD

The following is a series of awkward conversations between a young
man named Mickey and an anonymous young woman, simply called "Girl".

These conversations are 100% real

But I wrote them all myself. If I told you these conversations 
actually took place, you'd believe me. Because everyone knows someone 
like Mickey. I call these real conversations, because every minute of the day,
the same and worse words are being typed without irony.

That's depressing enough on its own. If you didn't know that I had 
written these conversations myself, they would be at times too heartbreaking
to bear reading. And this is supposed to be comedy.

So I'm thankful that I can say this is a work of fiction. Any 
resemblance to people living or dead is purely coincidental.

©2020, don't steal my book bro
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Introduction

I had a much longer introduction written, going into the morality and
psychology of Mickey and people like him. But it was too serious for the 
story itself, and my explanations were lacking. If you're interested in that 
topic, just read C.S. Lewis. Even his fiction will give you what I just can't 
here.

Basically this is 300 pages of a guy messaging a girl and making an 
ass of himself. You'll probably enjoy it a little more if you know a little 
about The Legend of Zelda and The Lord of the Rings. Don't worry if you 
don't. You'll still see Mickey's stupidity shining through.

This book is dedicated to my friend Chris. Without him making the 
funniest recordings I've ever heard by reading this as Disney's Mickey 
Mouse1, there's no way I would have written more than a few pages.

Check www.inpieces.rip for those recordings and more of my 
writing.

What else? Oh, these are "~~*real conversations*~~", so any typos 
are supposed to be there. Okay, Dad?

The first part was written in a text-message generator because I 
wasn't expecting to write an entire book's worth. After I started wanting to 
write more quickly, I switched to a word processor. Sorry if that's jarring.

Finally let's set the stage:

Mickey and Girl are about the same age and live in the same state. 
They've known each other for a few weeks/months, when Mickey randomly 
added Girl on ZuckBook because she's cute. They've talked a little now and 
then, and exchanged numbers, but are largely strangers.

One day, Mickey begins messaging her much more frequently...

1The Mickey in this story is not, nor is related to, Disney's Mickey.
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I: U There?



















(tried a 
different 
message 
generator this 
time.

Spoiler: I didn't
like it)
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II: The Project

Mickey:
sorry never mind lol now that I think about it there’s really no way 

for me to “dumb it donw” lol but ill give you a hint at least! It has to do with
Disney, my job.

*dumb it down

Girl:
that’s okay

Mickey:
lol maybe one day I can show you, it’ll be easier to explain in person

lol

hey?

you there? it’s only 7pm lol

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
hey, whats’ up!

Girl:
nmu

Mickey:
just finished watching a movie lol

Girl:
cool
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Mickey:
yeah lol you know what I was watching?

Hey

Girl:
no what

Mickey:
guess lol

Girl:
avengers?

Mickey:
lol youve fallen for my trap once again. I cant blame you since Ive 

been playing it carefully for the last week xD

hey, you there?

Girl:
yeah

Mickey:
I was actually watching Breaking Bad lol

Girl:
cool

Mickey:
have you seen it?

Girl:
a little bit
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Mickey:
it’s partly where I learned to plan ahead like that lol. The main 

character, Heisenberg, makes all kinds of intricate schemes and stuff lol. it’s 
all so complex and cool that a lot of people dont even realize whats going on
in the show lol, you kind of have to be almost as smart as Heisenberg 
himself in order to follow it xD Also by the way ive been thinking about 
your “witch king problem”

Girl:
?

Mickey:
you know, your inability to defend how the witch king died lol. So 

ive been trying to solve it on your behalf for fun lol.

Girl:
thanks

Mickey:
yeah lol, I havent been able to come up with anything lol. No matter 

how I look at it, Pippin shouldnt have been able to break through the witch 
king’s armor, unless he had a magic sword. But like you admitted, he didnt 
have it at that time in the movie.

Girl:
you mean Merry

Mickey:
what about Merry?

Girl:
Merry was the one who stabbed the Witch King
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Mickey:
incorrect lol. Remember: it was Pippin who went to Gondor, after he 

looked in that crystal ball. Gandalf had to take him there or else Sauruman 
would attack the Horse Lords.

Girl:
Merry went with the Rohirrim to aid Gondor on the Pelennor Fields. 

Pippin was inside the city.

Mickey:
1 sec

(several minutes later)

congratulations, you passed again lol xD it seems like no matter how
often I test you, you always manage to figure it out lol

Girl:
what were you testing?

Mickey:
to see how much you know about lord of the rings lol xD since you 

love it so much, I should hope you at least know the little details and the 
lore lol.

Girl:
Have you read the books?

Mickey:
I could never stand how bad tolkien was at getting his point across 

lol, but Ive read all about the lore on wikipedia. The books are just way too 
long-winded, you know what I mean?

Girl:
no
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Mickey:
lol well you know how I tend to prefer more serioes writing xD
*serious
like tolken will spend a page describing trees, but more “serious” 

writers like Martin for example know how to progress the story at a more 
intesrting rate lol. And everyone in lord of the ringts just talks instead of 
doing anything lol that’s not how things work in real life. Thats why at least 
the movies were a little better than the books, althourgh the overall story 
still was pretty childish (just in my opinion, no offense)

Girl:
ok

Mickey:
I hope I didnt offend you lol its’ not like I dont like lord of the rings 

you know? It has a lot of cool concepts, it’s just that beyond those 
cooncepts, tolkien never really did much lol. Like the elves can do anything,
the humans are cool, and the dwarves are okay, but nothing interesting 
actually ever happens, you know what I mean? Theres just one bad guy in 
the world with a ring (and hes not even powerful anymore unlike thanos 
who was at his peak strength when the avengers had to fight him) and 
everyone unites against him and then his army falls into an earthquake, the 
end xD lol I couldnt accurately describe game of thrones in a single 
sentence like that if I tried

Hey?

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
whats up?

u there?

?
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Girl:
hmm?

Mickey:
Did you understand what I mean?

Girl:
about what?

Mickey:
about the Game of Thrones story vs. the lord of the rings story lol. 

Game of thrones is so much more complex with so many different 
characters having different motivations and stuff lol. Everyone in the lord of
the rings is just either good or bad.

Girl:
so

Mickey:
so thats not realistic at all lol

Girl:
you don't think bad people exist?

Mickey:
1 sec.

Here

https://yourlogicalfallacyis.com/strawman

? you there

Girl:
yeah
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Mickey:
did u click the link I sent?

Girl:
I know what a strawman is

Mickey:
then why did you use it lol it's a logical fallacy

?

hey

Girl:
yea

Mickey:
I didnt mean to upset you lol, Im just a student of logic. When people

make illogical arguments I just cant help but immediately pick up on them 
lol, it's like a "spidey sense". Im not saying youre illogical overall as a 
person, but it might be worth checking out that website in your free-time to 
study some logic and avoid making more fallacies in the future when your 
talking to someone. Heres the link again: https;//yourlogicalfallacyis.com

oops, 1 sec the link didnt paste correctly for some reason

https://yourlogicalfallacyis.com

there u go lol

Girl:
the link didnt paste correctly?

Mickey:
yeah lol, sometimes computers can act up randomly lol. It's called 

glitches.
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Girl:
are you sure you didnt type it out incorrectly

Mickey:
of course lol,, I just copy-pasted from the browser lol xD

Girl:
Do you know what Occam's Razor is

?

Mickey:
1 sec

just need to try to figure out how to explain it for you lol

Girl:
I know what it is

Mickey:
so basically it's a logical idea that the simplest explanation for 

something is probably the correct one lol. Im sure you understand that

Girl:
I do. So you said you copy-pasted that link before right?

Mickey:
Yes?

Girl:
Directly from your browser?

Mickey:
well duh lol xD
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Girl:
So why was there a semicolon in the place of a colon? Your browser 

wouldn't have had a semicolon there, it'd be a colon.

Mickey:
well it's a glitch of course lol

sometimes those just happen lol, they're hard to explain unless you're
a computer programmer xD

Girl:
I am.

Mickey:
Ah-ha! So the mystery is revealed at last lol! Im sorry I had to fool 

you like that xD this was my most brilliant manuever yet lol, almost 
Heisenberg-level. I had a suspicion that you were a computer programmer 
and so I faked a technical mistake in order to lure you out xD sorry about 
that lol, I just couldnt help myself. Like I said before, im always thinking 2 
or 3 moves ahead (sometimes even more)  whether I like it or not lol. Well 
as a consolation prize you can think of this as not just another one of my 
tricks, but a programming-test for yourself lol xD which you pass! So how 
are you enjoying being a computer programmer? Ive dabbled a bit myself, 
but it tends to "bore" me with its limitations lol

Girl:
I'm not a programmer.

Mickey:
?

Girl:
I lied. I just think you typed out that link and made a typo.
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Mickey:
Ahhhhh lol, so you tried testing me? Unfortunately for you, I saw it 

coming a mile away xD That's why I faked you out with my maneuver about
believing you were a computer programmer. Computer programming is a 
very "technical" position, (no offense at all) I never thought you were one 
lol (but im sure youre good at a lot of other things lol.) unfortunately this 
does mean you failed my reverse-test, but it DOES mean that you have the 
capacity to try out your own schemes like I do lol. Be my Padawan and I'll 
teach you all I know about it lol xD it can be tricky learning to kind of read 
other people's thoughts, but once you get the hang of it, it's like being a real-
life psychic lol (but you should use the power for good as I try to lol)

Hey

you there?

Sorry if I was a little too intense for you lol xD as ive said before 
sometimes my mind can be a little too powerful for its own good lol

hey?

Im sorry…

please say something…

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
hey there xD im a little busy right now but ill talk to you later

hey, whats up!

Girl:
nmu
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Mickey:
just texting my new girlfriend lol. I was out with her all day.

Girl:
cool

Mickey:
yeah lol, she's really into game of thrones like me lol remember 

when I said that a lot of people think it's a "guy" show? Well she saw 
through that and was able to appreciate it a lot xD

Girl:
mm

Mickey:
yeah lol. She's ready lord of the rings too lol, but she agrees with me 

that game of thrones is more realistic and mature.

Girl:
that's nice.

Mickey:
yeah lol xD

hey by the way, did you ever figure out how the Witch King died, or 
have you accepted that I was right that It didnt make sense lol.

Mhm?

Girl:
no

Mickey:
yeah I figured lol no offense xD
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Girl:
no,  I don't accept that you were right.

Mickey:
Huh? But I explained how it didnt make sense, logically speaking 

lol. I get that it's fantasy but even fantasy has to have SOME grounds in 
reality lol. So being that a hobbit couldnt possibly have been strong enough 
to stab through the witch king's armor, how could he have damaged him??

exactly lol

Girl:
How are you measuring both the physical strength of hobbits and the

durability of the Witch King's armor?

Mickey:
1 sec ill try to re-find my sources lol

hey ive got to go out with my girlfriend now so I dont have time to 
find them actually sorry, have a good night!

Good morning!

?

Girl:
Good morning. Do you have those sources?

Mickey:
I'm not at my computer right now but I'll get them for you a little 

later lol xD

Girl:
ok
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Mickey:
so whats up lol

Girl:
hanging out, u

Mickey:
lol but what are you actually DOING xD

Girl:
playing a game

Mickey:
what game? Lol

Girl:
Zelda

Mickey:
lol I really have to drag it out of ya, dont I? 1 sec…
There's 15 Zelda games not including the spin-off games lol. So can 

you be more specific??

Girl:
botw

Mickey:
Huh?

Girl:
Breath of the Wild

Mickey:
Is that a new one? The last one I played was Twilight Princess lol. 

That was for the Nintento DS.
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Girl:
No it wasn't.

Mickey:
Hmm?

I mean the Gamecube obviously lol xD

So how's "botw"??

Girl:
It's good. Just different.

Mickey:
Different how??

Girl:
It's open-world.

Mickey:
Hmm? All Zelda games are open-world lol xD

Girl:
Not really. They have large hub-worlds that you gradually open up 

by progressing the story.

Mickey:
1 sec.

Anyway yeah I obviously disagree lol. I've been playing Zelda since 
I was a kid, so I'm pretty knoweldgeable about the series lol, and you were 
always able to fully-explore Hyrule (that was what was so cool about all the 
games of course lol, but idk if this is your first "rodeo" into the series) So 
how can botw be different if it's also open-world lol

?u there
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Girl:
you should get it

Mickey:
is it on the DS?

Girl:
It's on the Switch

Mickey:
is that a new console?

Girl:
yes

Mickey:
is it a handheld?

Girl:
it's both

Mickey:
lol, I dont mean "both a console and a handheld" I mean is it a 

handheld CONSOLE or a CONSOLE you plug into the TV lol xD

Girl:
it is both of those

Mickey:
lol 1 sec, maybe I can think of a better way to communicate what im 

trying to ask lol
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Girl:
The Nintendo Switch is a tablet that can be docked into the TV as 

well as removed to play as a handheld console.

Mickey:
yes of course that's what I was trying to say lol. So how's Zelda?

Girl:
it's fine, just different than usual.

Mickey:
but have you played the previous Zelda games? They were always 

open-world lol

hmm?

You there?

Girl:
watch some gameplay on youtube or something

Mickey:
okay I will lol xD

ahh, I see what you mean lol. The world is much bigger than ever 
before xD but it's still fundamentally the same as it's always been so I don't 
see why you think it's any different lol xD

Girl:
Were you able to go to Hyrule Field in Twilight Princess before 

beating the first temple?

Mickey:
Hmm??
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Girl:
What is confusing about that question?

Mickey:
I don't know what point you're trying to prove lol xD that's all that's 

confusing. Before I answer, would you mind telling me the point you're 
trying to make?

Girl:
No, just answer the question.

(hours later)

Mickey:
Hey :)

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
so ive been thinking about the point you were trying to make lol xD 

you weren't making it very well, but I figured it out anyway lol. You were 
trying to say that because in Twilight Princess you couldnt travel all around 
Hyrule immediately that it wasn't an open-world game lol. But you've made 
a crucial mistake:

all (or at least most) open-world games require you to complete at 
least a tutorial mission before they let you loose in the world lol xD so how 
is Twilight Princess doing that any less valid? I even looked up Breath of the
Wild and it requires you to stay inside a small mountain for entire hours 
before it lets you go anywhere else xD Do you understand my point now? 
Nothing is truly "free". Real-life is like an open world game xD but you still
can't go WHEREVER you want at any time, do you know what I mean? 
Therefore im sorry to report that you've lost this argument (not that there's 
anything wrong with losing an argument sometimes lol)
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hey?

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
so what do you think?

About my refutation of your argument?

Girl:
not much

Mickey:
lol do you want me to try to explain it further?

Girl:
no

Mickey:
lol that's okay maybe some other time xD if you ever want to talk 

about Zelda, im all-ears. It's a series that's very "near and dear" to me lol. 
You know what would be really cool? An open-world Zelda-esque game set 
in the Game of Thrones world! Now THAT would be one of the best games 
of all time xD

Girl:
Mmm

Mickey:
Wouldn't you agree? Lol, if Breath of the Wild is good how it is now 

(suffering from the same problem of cliched "good versus evil" characters as
Lord of the Rings lol) then imagine how good it would be if it had some 
well-written plot and characters!
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Girl:
What's the story of Game of Thrones again?

Mickey:
A bunch of people are all fighting to become the king of Westeros!

Girl:
1 sec

Mickey:
Wait

whatr are you doing?

Girl:
"I couldnt accurately describe game of thrones in a single sentence 

like that if I tried"

Mickey:
well obviously my description was just a very-general summary lol 

xD nice try though.

Girl:
Ah, silly me.

Mickey:
Don't feel bad lol xD it's very difficult to catch me making errors. I'm

extremely careful with everything I say lol. (exactly like making chess 
moves). I wouldn't be praising Game of Thrones if it didn't deserve it xD

Girl:
Mm

Mickey:
So wha's up!
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Girl:
still just playing

Mickey:
it's been over an hour lol

Girl:
so

Mickey:
they say you shouldnt sit still for more than an hour at a time lol, I 

hope you know that lol it's bad for you

Girl:
I haven't been sitting still

Mickey:
thats good lol xD your body will thank you!

I like to exercise a bit myself lol

Girl:
cool

Mickey:
yeah lol, it's very good for you. My girlfriend says my body is much 

better than her old boyfriend's lol.

Girl:
great

Mickey:
yeah lol xD

you wanna see it?
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Girl:
do I want to see your body?

Mickey:
nvm

(the following day)

Mickey:
hey

Girl:
whats up

Mickey:
Welcome!

Girl:
?

Mickey:
Welcome to Mickey’s School of Open-World Gaming! XD

Girl:
oh boy

Mickey:
yeah lol xD ive been thinking a lot about your issue with zelda: 

breath of the wild, and I think ive finally figured out how to explain to you 
that you were wrong lol xD

Girl:
so you’re enjoying it?
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Mickey:
hmm? No lol I still havent gotten it, but it’s good to think ahead-of-

time like this about potential purchases xD if you had done so, you might 
have realized that you wouldn’t enjoy zelda in a world where it’s just bigger 
lol but I understand that it can be intimidating/overwhelming

Girl:
oh

Mickey:
-looks at you- you dont seem very excited lol-

Girl:
-is not-

Mickey:
hey lol that reminds me xD do you like to rp??

Girl:
what about Mickey’s School of Open-World Gaming?

Mickey:
we can do that later lol

so do you?

Girl:
actually yea a little

Mickey:
cool! Lol

-walks over to you-

Girl:
hi
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Mickey:
hey :) -isnt wearing a shirt so yo u can see my muscles-

Girl:
oh

Mickey:
:) what are you wearing?

Girl:
a big winter coat

Mickey:
no I mean in our RP lol xD

Girl:
a big winter coat. Our lord Fingolfin leads us from Aman over the 

Helcaraxë and into Exile.

Mickey:
1 sec

(15 minutes later)

Mickey:
fair lady, our people suffer greatly. Should we not ease our sorrows 

by making new life? -takes your hand-

Girl:
-pulls away-
Alas, Mickenor I can never rest until Ungoliant has been slain and 

light shines again from the Two Trees.
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Mickey:
Then Lady, the time has come, for behold, I have slain Ungoliant! -

holds out a spider head for you- I did it for you, lady.

Girl:
Mickenor, I find your wisdom lacking, for so great in size is 

Ungoliant that you’d lack the strength to carry even her smallest eye. Nay, 
you’ve slain one of her children-- a meager offering. Now away! for I go to 
face the spider myself.

Mickey:
-grabs your arm- No Lady, I cannot allow you to leave. Such action 

would bring you only death.

Girl:
-casts you aside- Do not hinder me, sir, or you shall taste my blade 

yourself.

Mickey:
-grabs you- I say again, Lady, you mustn’t! Your life will surely be 

forfeit.

Girl:
As you’ve forfeited your own, Mickenor. -draws a hidden blade and 

slashes across your neck-

Mickey:
-blocks it-

Girl:
It is folly, for my tooth was forged in the bosom of Taniquetil. The 

light fades from you, Mickenor. Farewell!

Mickey:
-successfully blocked your knife- Lady you mustn’t! -grabs your arm

again-
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Girl:
-continues moving-

Mickey:
-doesn’t let you go-

hey

you there?

Girl:
I pursued my quarry deep into Beleriand, before I finally cast her 

down. But her offspring yet survive.

Mickey:
My Lady! I am glad you survived!

Girl:
Mickenor, your place is in the Halls of Mandos. What awaits you 

next, even I cannot say.

(3 minutes later)

Mickey:
I’m not dead, I blocked your dagger.

Hey, you there?

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
-looks at you-

Girl:
-is playing botw now-
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Mickey:
-sits down next to you- class is in session!

Today ill teach you how to play open-world games!

Girl:
I know how to play

Mickey:
but I get the impression that you're not enjoying it as much as 

previous Zelda games, because you incorrectly believe that it's "different" 
somehow! Maybe by shining some light on why you're wrong, we can help 
you better enjoy your time in Hylia!

Girl:
*Hyrule

-2 minutes later-

Mickey:
no lol as in "Lake Hylia" xD it's much larger now than ever before! 

And it's therefore a great example of how Hyrule is fundamentally the 
same-- just larger. That's why I'm using it as an example xD

Girl:
Ah.

Mickey:
So would you like to tell the class one of your issues with the 

game??

Girl:
I don't like that the weapons are disposable.

Mickey:
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Ah lol xD a common complaint. I saw it many times when I was 
studying breath of the wild online. Thankfully the solution is obvious lol. 
(so obvious im surprised you didn't figure it out for yourself lol) You just 
have to treat the weapons as if they were "ammunition": no different than 
arrows lol xD you don't feel bad about losing arrows, so why should you 
feel any different about losing weapons? You can always get them back 
again later anyway xD

Girl:
Yeah, I don't like that.

Mickey:
Hmm? What don't you like lol, I explained the solution xD

Girl:
I do not like the solution.

Mickey:
-sigh- lol let my try to explain

in mathetmatics, would you agree  that 1 + 1 equals 2?

Girl:
okay

Mickey:
Ah-ha! Lol, regardless of whether you LIKE that it equals 2 or not, it

is still 2 xD are you starting to understand?

Girl:
The solution is the solution regardless of my feelings towards it?

Mickey:
NOW you're getting it lol xD

Girl:
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So what necessitates me liking the solution?

Mickey:
Nothing lol but it'd be highly illogical if you did not lol xD after all, 

humans are rational creatures lol xD

when we know the answer to a problem we need to adapt our ideals 
to it lol that's the only way for us to progress as a species after all xD you 
think Nikola Tesla would care that his sword wouldn't last forever? Of 
course not lol

hey?

You there?

How are you enjoying the game now?

Girl:
You've used up your messages with me today, wait for them to 

recharge tomorrow.

Mickey:
?

hey wait

no

im sorry, let me explain myself please

you at least owe me that

I feel bad about invalidating your beliefs about the weapons, im 
sorry. They were just illogical so I was trying to help you come to a better 
way of thinking. They solved that problem on reddit.com years ago and I 
didnt know that it would upset you so much. Truth be told, I dont' disagree 
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with you that it's more fun when weapons dont break (but of course this is 
highly unrealistic) but you should also be able to make some concessions in 
order to better enjoy the game, do you undestand?

I hope I was able to help, that's all. I just wanted to help you…

(the following day)

Mickey:
Hey

have my messages recharged yet?

Girl:
Yes

Mickey:
cool lol. -extends hand-

Girl:
?

Mickey:
take my hand lol

Girl:
-going to school ttyl-

Mickey:
-follows in the shadows to protect you-

Girl:
thanks

Mickey:
np lol!
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Hey wahts up

Girl:
school

Mickey:
still?

Girl:
yeah

Mickey:
what time do you get out lol

Girl:
4ish

Mickey:
wow lol do you wanna do soemthing later?

Girl:
yeah

Mickey:
cool! What do you wanna do?

Girl:
finish reading my book

Mickey:
-sigh- I mean do you want to do something with me?

Girl:
I want to finish reading my book
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Mickey:
so that's a no?

Hey

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
hows ur religious book lol

Girl:
it's considered by many people to be one of the greatest science-

fiction stories ever written

Mickey:
lol sure xD

Girl:
you should read it

Mickey:
lol thanks but I wanna start reading Game of Thrones first so that'll 

take me a while, if I ever even decide to read your recommendation xD 
( though I cannot stand religious writing lol, it's highly illogical)

Girl:
*A Song of Fire and Ice

Mickey:
hmm?

Wait

Girl:
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The "Game of Thrones" series is actually called "A Song of Fire and 
Ice". "A Game of Thrones" is just the first book.
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Mickey:
I knew that obviously xD I was only calling it that for your benefit 

lol in case you didnt know it

Girl:
oh, thank you

Mickey:
no problem lol

but yeah, ill probably be reading those for months xD

Girl:
I hope you enjoy them

Mickey:
of course I will lol why wouldnt I Xd

Girl:
because they're violent and depressing

Mickey:
?

Girl:
what is confusing about that?

Mickey:
what do you mean they're violent and depressing? That's just called 

life lol xD

Girl:
Life is violent and depressing?
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Mickey:
lol you didn't know that? People die all the time xD it's just a part of 

life

Girl:
What are you doing right now?

Mickey:
What do you mean?

Girl:
Can you answer?

Mickey:
please tell me what you're trying to say first

Girl:
I'll ask a simpler question.

Mickey:
wait

Girl:
how often do you stab and/or get stabbed by other people?

Mickey:
lol I see what ur trying to do xD but just because something doesnt 

happen often doesnt mean it doesnt happen. Nice try though.

Girl:
I don't believe graphic violence is "just a part of life"

Mickey:
well it is for some people lol, and you're not doing anyone any favors

by pretending it doesnt exist
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Girl:
https://www.yourlogicalfallacyis.com/strawman

Mickey:
…

(the following day)

Mickey:
hey

are u mad at me?

Girl:
no

Mickey:
r u sure?

Girl:
yes. Logical fallacies don't bother me because I understand that 

perfect rationality does not exist.

Mickey:
lol yes it does. It's what I strive for every day. And by the way, I did 

not commit a logical fallacy lol. U were unable to explain how I 
strawmanned you xD

hey

sorry, you there?

Girl:
yep
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Mickey:
ok lol xD well anyway, maybe I was a little at fault just like you. -

hugs-

Girl:
I was not at fault.

Mickey:
…

-sigh- you really want me to unleash my logic on you? :/ I thin kyou 
should just forgive me already lol.

Girl:
u r highly illogicle

Mickey:
lol xD quite hypocritical since you misspelled "illogical" lol

Girl:
no I didont, it just goes to farther demonstrate how illogical you 

really are lol

Mickey:
see? You spelled it correctly that time lol xD a tacit admission that I 

was right.

Girl:
incorect, I misspelled it that time accidentally, sorry. The first time 

was correct and you are wrong.

Mickey:
…

why are you acting this way?
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Girl:
sorry xD sometimes I can't control my sass lol (it's kind of like a 

super power lol xD) if you allow me to train you then you too can become 
as powerful as I am

Mickey:
-kisses you-

hey

you there?

-looks for you-

Girl:
-hides-

Mickey:
why are you being so distant??

Girl:
?

Mickey:
why are you being so distant? Are you afraid of what might happen 

between us? Are you afraid of your feelings?

Girl:
no

actually yes

Micley:
ah-ha! Lol I had a feelings
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ill do my best to help you… to help you understand and confront 
your emotions so that you’ll be able to express love (not just for me, for 
everyone in your life). Remember when I said before that I hope youre 
strong enough to let down your walls? Well it looks like my inkling was 
correct… and now ill do my best to help you train yourself so that yyoui can
face your own innter-demons. -takes your hand- come, let us begin

hey

?
Girl:

hey

Mickey:
are you ready to begin your training?

Girl:
im playing zelda right now

Mickey:
…

lol okay, well I can train you and you can play at the same time lol 
xD

so let’s start there actually! Notice how even though you dont like 
breath of the wild, you still continue to go back to it: now what might that 
be?

*why

Girl:
I dont dislike breath of the wild, there’s just things about it I dont 

like.

Mickey:
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I think if we dive into your gameplay style, using psychology, we 
can figure out what’s wrong with you specifically. What are you doing in-
game right now?
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Girl:
I’m playing hide-and-seek with the Bombers.

Mickey:
1 sec.

Your not even playing the right game lol

Girl:
?

Mickey:
I thought you were playing breath of the wild lol according to 

google, that mu8st be majora’s mark

*mask

Girl:
sorry I wasn’t clear.

Mickey:
thats okay xD well we can still examine your actions in that game to 

reveal parts of your psychology lol

Girl:
it’ll be more difficult

Mickey:
? why?

Girl:
because Majora’s Mask is not an open-world game

Mickey:
1 sec
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ahh lol unfortunately it does in fact appear to be. Would you like me 
to explain why?

Girl:
not necessary

Mickey:
okay good lol xD

actually on second thought I think I had better lol xD just to make 
sure that we’re on the same page. When arguing, it’s important for parties to
agree upon definitions lol

Girl:
I am not arguing

Mickey:
wel lyou may not be intending to lol xD but I do want to relieve you 

of your belief that breath of rthge wild is different than the previoos zelda 
games. And so here we go:

an open world game is a game with a single map that you can fully 
explore.

Are you beginnign to understand why zelda is and open-world game 
and why you were wrong?

Girl:
yes

Mickey:
Ahhhh!!! good!! congratulations :) and now, how are you feeling 

about breath of the wild?

Girl:
the same because the open-world never bothered me
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Mickey:
hm?

1 sec

(several minutes pass by)

Girl:
I know you’re looking for one, but you won’t find a quote of me 

saying I didn’t like the open world. Also fitting the past Zelda games under 
a broad definition of “open world” doesn’t even change anything. It’s still a 
vastly different game. You as the player are much less focused. The side-
quests are just as bland as all other open-world games, as opposed to past 
games like Majora’s Mask. The NPCs are also for the most part much less 
interesting. The lack of music, close-ups, etc. make interactions with them 
significantly less personal feeling. Compare almost any side-quest from 
Majora’s Mask to any side-quest from botw, and the difference is palpable. 
There’s almost no emotional investment because everyone in Hyrule is 
basically a stranger who you never interact with past initial meetings. I 
guess that’s a consequence of having to fill up an entire OPEN WORLD, but
that doesn’t make it any more fun. Almost every piece of dialogue from past
Zelda games felt “more interesting” to read than any from botw: even the 
less-important NPCs. And the “less important” feeling of botw’s characters 
is in every part of the game. Places in the world: not important. Your 
equipment: not important. there’s all so much of it that none of it feels 
especially pleasurable in searching, with few exceptions like Satori 
Mountain and the rare non-disposable equipment you can find. Heck, even 
FAIRIES feel “cheapened” now. You no-longer need to catch them in 
bottles, you just PLUCK them out of the air like every other “ingredient” in 
the world, and your only sense of feedback is a small, un-enjoyable beep 
sound: the same sound you get for picking up large golden 2-handed 
swords. And don’t get me started on the weapon-inventory system. I don’t 
like it. Overall, the game is very good, but it could have been GREAT.

Mickey:
wow lol…
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I guess this is a good example of religious people being stubborn xD 
let’s see, where should I begin?

The world isn’t necessarily cheapened because there’s “too much” of
it lol xD and neither are the NPCs. YOU’RE choosing to make them 
cheaper: like I’ve said before, open-world games can be too much for a lot 
of people to handle lol xD but that’s not their problem that they’re “too 
much” for YOU lol xD im sure if I played it for example, id love talking to 
everyone aand it would all be just as enjoyable as majora’s mask lol xD (ive 
never played majorar’s mask, but im sure botw would also be the same as 
twighlight princess as well lol)

as for the weapons? -sigh- weve already discussed this havent we? 
XD the solution was discovered by reddit.com users, and, once again YOU 
are choosing to ignore the solution xD

so what does this tell us about you? That you’re stubborn (this is a 
strong traight, but one that you must learn to templer my young padawan). 
Headsstrong girls can be attractive lol, but for your own good, try to listen to
reason lol. Breath of the wild is a perfectly fine game, exactly like its 
predecessors, it’s just larger apparently, and if thats too much for you, you 
should consider just playing the old games instead xD like how your playing
majora’s mask now. Do you get it??

hmm?

You there?

Anyway now that ive debunked your incorrect believes about 
twilight princess, I hope you’ll realize youve still got a lot to learn about 
logical thinking lol
*breath of the wild

hey.

You there?
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Girl:
what?

Mickey:
-sigh-

do you have a response to my points?

Girl:
yeah, they’re stupid

(the following day)

Mickey:
whenever you’re ready to apologize to me, I’m ready to receive it

hey

Girl:
Hey

Mickey:
so?

Girl:
what

Mickey:
do you plan on apologizing for calling me stupid?

Just because I hurt your feelings?

Girl:
you didn’t hurt my feelings
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Mickey:
I obviouisly did or else you would not have been so  vicious with 

me. You might be able to cloak yourself from others but you cant do so from
me. I know I hit a nerve when I revealed to you the truth about Zelda: breath
of the wild, and instead of taking in my points and meditating on them so 
that you could enhance your perspective, you instead dismissed them 
wholesale-- obviously you just want to be “right” instead of growing as a 
gamer.

Girl:
Self-awareness check?

Mickey:
what?

Hey

what di you mean?

(hours later)

hey

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
so ive been thinking

Girl:
of course

Mickey:
and ive decided that you dont need to apologize. Im enough of a man

to not need one. But dont expect an apology from me either: you were very 
cruel to me when all I was trying to do was help you.
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Okay?

Girl:
okay.

Mickey:
okay…

-hugs- now, let’s get back to your training, shall we?

What are you playing right now?

Girl:
I’m not playing anything, I’m reading.

Mickey:
let me guess: silent planet?

Girl:
no

Mickey:
Ahhh! Good! Lol I’ve got to say I was more than a little concerned 

lol xD a lot of time people get “in too deep” when they’re reading religious 
brainwashing lol. So it’s good that you’re reading something else now. If 
you’re not too far into your new book to stop, might I make a 
recommendation?

Girl:
I’m not stopping this book.

Mickey:
Wow! Lol xD it must be really good then… (well for the future, my 

recommendation is: “God is Not Great: How Religion Poisons Everything” 
by Christopher Hitchens lol xD) so what are you reading now?
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Girl:
Perelandra

Mickey:
1 sec

(Mickey Googles “Perelandra” and sees that it is the sequel to Out of the 
Silent Planet)

Oh…

lol, so you’re still on this stuff, huh? Lol xD I think more than ever 
you should put that book down and read my recommendation lol xD

Girl:
I’ve already read that book.

Mickey:
huh? What book?

Girl:
Hitchens

Mickey:
lol that’s impossible xD

Girl:
why

Mickey:
because you wouldn’t be religious if you had xD

Girl:
I wasn’t when I read it. Now I am.
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Mickey:
1 sec…

Girl:
please don’t recommend me any more atheist books. I’ve probably 

read them already.

Mickey:
why are you lying to me?

The Bible says not to lie lol xD

Girl:
I’m not lying to you, I’ve already had a hardcore atheist phase. But 

when you get a deeper understanding of reality, it literally transcends 
materialist rationality. That’s why I don’t want to talk about religion with 
you: it’d be like trying to explain to a blind person what a rainbow looks 
like.

(this is read immediately, but several minutes pass by)

Mickey:
So finally it’s revealed lol xD

You say I’m blind? But I can see so clearly that you cannot even 
comprehend my intelligence. That’s why you have to (try to) insult me. 
Because just like your afraid of your feelings for me, you’re afraid of my 
intellect. When I think about what it must be like for you, I can not say I 
blame you. But I still cant let you get away with it lol xD now dont worry, 
ill take  it easy on you. But not too easy. Let us begin!

What is your proof that God exists?

Hey?

?
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(the following day)

Mickey:
hey

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
well? What say you?

Girl:
at one of my favorite parts in MM, ttyl

Mickey:
wait

Mickey:
So what’s Majora’s Mask about?

Hello?

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
are you going to answer my question, or are you just gfoing to 

continue doing this thing wehere you pretend not to have read my 
messages?

?

hey

im sorry
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hey
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Girl:
hey

Mickey:
how is majoras mask?

Girl:
it’s great.

Mickey:
do you want to talk about it?

Girl:
always

Mickey:
WOW! Okay!! 1 sec!

(Mickey takes 15 or so minutes to study up on Majora’s Mask on Google)

Wow…

That’s… quite a story…

Girl:
Yeah, isn’t it great?

Mickey:
I’ve got to say though lol xD im a little surprise d that you of all 

people dont find it too depressing

Girl:
it’s a dark story, but I wouldnt say it’s depressing
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Mickey:
lol but the character that you played as (Link) in the previous game 

(Ocarina of Time) dies in Majora’s Mask, shouldnt that upset you since you 
dont like protagonists dying?

Girl:
Link does not die in Majora’s Mask

Mickey:
lol xD okay excuse me, he was dead the whole time. A mere 

technicality xD so doesnt it bother you?

Girl:
It wouldn’t even if it were true, but Link is not dead in Majora’s 

Mask

Mickey:
1 sec

Girl:

please dont link a fan theory

Mickey:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7S1SVkysIRw 

“Game Theory: Is Link Dead in Majora's Mask?”

have you seen this?

It explains why Link is dead

Girl:
no, it explains the possibility that Link is dead, and it does so poorly

Mickey:
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so refute it lol xD
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Girl:
I don’t HAVE to, there’s no evidence that Link is dead. The entire 

theory is just a bunch of speculation that plot points represent the “stages of 
grief”, but even if that were true it wouldn’t mean Link is dead.

Mickey:
lol so you are unable to refute it? It seems like you yourself are in 

Stage 1: Denial
Girl:

what’s his evidence for Denial? The townspeople? Why is he only 
choosing SOME of them who happen to conveniently be in denial? Why not
any of the other townspeople? He’s just choosing characters who happen to 
match the theory that he wants to craft.

Mickey:
okayyy whatever you say lol xD ive got to say though, from the 

outside-looking-in, it seems like a pretty rock-solid theory lol.

Girl:
it’s not

Mickey:
lol then why are  you unable to refute it? XD

Girl:
You can’t refute solipsism.

Mickey:
1 sec

(Mickey goes to Google “solipsism”)

Ahh, once again you’ve made a crucial error.

Girl:
of course
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Mickey:
the fact that Link is dead is not merely solipsism, it’s evidenced by 

the world representing the Stages of Grief (and in perfect order mind you) 
This lends credibility to the theory. Coincidence? I don’t think so xD

Girl:
So you don’t believe in coincidences?

Mickey:
1 sec

I didn’t say that: be careful not to strawman me

Girl:
so what are you saying?

Mickey:
I am saying that the evidence points (quite clearly) to Link being 

dead.

Girl:
You don’t think arbitrarily choosing characters to coincide with the 

stages of grief is weak evidence?

Mickey:
it’s not arbitrary lol xD

hey

how is it arbitary?

Girl:
why did he choose Mutoh out of all of the townspeople, if not just 

because he was in denial? Why did he choose the other characters? And then
why does Link represent “acceptance”? And then why is Link himself 
shoehorned into the “acceptance” role with that “da light arrow represents 
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acceptance xD” instead of another NPC showing some form of acceptance? 
Shouldnt Link have displayed all of the stages HIMSELF if the game was 
about HIM overcoming grief? It’s all nonsense. You can make any story fit 
theories like this.

Mickey:
wow lol…

you really have a difficulty accepting death, don’t you?

I think I know what we’ll be working on next with your training xD

so...a are you prepared?

Gird yourself for the mental fight of your life.

When it is over, you will no-longer fear death.

Hey

?

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
-takes your hand- come, my apprentice. Let us face Death together.

Girl:
ok

Mickey:
Good! Now then -looks Death in the eye-

we do not fear you. Death! For we know that we'll simply stop 
existing when you come for us and therefore we have nothing to fear!
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Mickey:
-turns to you- repeat my words, youngling, and you will have 

conquered death.

Girl:
-looks at Death- I am not afraid of you.

Mickey:
GOOD! GOOD! Go on!!

Girl:
For I know that when you come, you come to bring me to my Father 

in Heaven.

Mickey:
NO!!!!!!!

HEY

Girl:
-Death smiles at me, nods, and walks away-

Mickey:
INCORRECT! YOU HAVE NOT CONQUERED DEATH!!

-GRABS DEATH AND PULLS HIM BACK TO YOU-

sorry, caps lock

Girl:
-Death is a woman, and when you touched her, you died-

Mickey:
no I didn't
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Girl:
Farewell, Mickenor. Alas, I told you that even I could not foresee 

you fate.

Mickey:
thats the wroing RP

*wrong

hey?

Girl:
playing zelda

Mickey:
okay, then let's focus on that. Ive been studying up on Majora's Mask

and I think im sufficiently well versed now to be able to explain to you why 
most fans agree that Link is dead

Girl:
im sure, but im not playing mm

Mickey:
?

Girl:
im playing ALBW now.

Mickey:
1 sec

a Link Betwween worlds? Hmm… okay… let's examine this from a 
psychology point of view then

1 sec
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do you ever wish you could be a fly on the wall?

?

Girl:
that's not a good comparison. Flies are hardly visible, but Link just 

flattens into a human-sized painting in the game. But please don't spoil 
anything I haven't beaten it yet.

Mickey:
Ah-ha! You've given me more to work with than you even realize!

Such is my intelligence that I am able to take just a nugget of 
information-- a mere seed, and grow it into an entire tree of knowledge! 
Now see here:

A Link between World came out in 2014! Why have you never 
finished it yet? Presumably it should not take 6 years to complete (unless it's
different than other Zelda games, which we know is simply never the case)

well?

Girl:
there's lots of games I have but never finished

Mickey:
Ah-ha! And what does this tell us about you?

Girl:
that im busy

Mickey:
incorrect! You are AFRAID of seeing things through: afraid of the 

"end"!
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Afraid… of Death…
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Girl:
oh

Mickey:
Indeed! Are you ready now to face it?

Girl:
no im playing Zelda

Mickey:
well your going to have to face it some day.

Girl:
yes

Mickey:
and?

Girl:
✝

Mickey:
…

…

…… you know, im trying to be serious but it seems like you often 
are unwilling or (more likely) unable to be serious. I dont believe you do it 
on purpose, however. And thats why you need training. It seems like you are
not yet ready to face Death. So we must attack from another angle! We must
train you to become a more serious person… let's see… how shall we 
begin… hmm…

Girl:
how about examining what Comedy I enjoy?
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Mickey:
AHHH!! very smart! See, I knew there was a reason I liked you lol 

xD okay! So, let's start there: what's your facorite comedy movie?

*favorite

Girl:
my favorite comedy movie?

Mickey:
yes!

Girl:
Joker

Mickey:
ha-ha very funny. I know that Joker is not a comedy movie. It is a 

drama (and not a very good one lol)

Girl:
you didn't like it?

Mickey:
It was sub-part at best i'd say lol.

Girl:
what didnt you like about it

Mickey:
1 sec

I hated how they broke away from the established canon of Joker's 
origins

Girl:
ah
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Mickey:
yes lol. You cannot explain his mental and physical abilities as a 

mere mental condition.

Girl:
what abilities?

Mickey:
what abilities? Lol xD I guess you really dont know much about 

marvel do you?

Girl:
…

Mickey:
well let me explain. You might have missed some of them in the 

movie, but at least the ending should have been obvious (when the joker 
used his psychic powers of influence to get the mob to rescue him from the 
car crash lol) –that one at least should have been obvious lol xD

but here's two more examples:

1- when he hypnotized bruce wayne (and then also alfred) from 
behind the gate and attacked him.

2- when he was able to get into that woman's apartment despiste not 
actually dating her (he was only making her believe that he was dating her-- 
such is the power of his mind)

Girl:
Wow.

Mickey:
yeah lol xD do you get it yet?
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Girl:
And when he shot those guys on the subway, I bet he used his mental

abilities to force them to attack him so he could have an excuse to kill them, 
right?

Mickey:
Good catch!! lol xD

yeah a lot of people missed that!

Girl:
and I bet at the end he used his magic powers to kill that case worker

and escape

Mickey:
NOW you're getting it lol xD

Girl:
I'm sure a lot of people who are less intelligent than you just 

assumed he used some clever trick and sheer strength to catch her off guard 
and stomp her to death.

Mickey:
lesser-minds to say the least lol xD

So anyway, yeah, it was cool that the joker had special powers but I 
did NOT like that they were unexplainable-- without him falling into the vat
of chemicals it just doesnt make sense lol

hey?

You there?

Girl:
lol
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Mickey:
?

hmm?

Hey

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
what were you loling about??

Girl:
You wouldn't get it.

Mickey:
try me lol xD

I think by now ive demonstrated to you how intelligent I am.

Well?

Girl:
I guess you really dont know much about marvel do you?

Mickey:
excuse me? Lol

there's few people more well-versed in marvel than I am.

Ive seen EVERY film in the MCU (that's Marvel Cinematic 
Universe)-- and there's more of them than most people realize lol

of course some are better than others, but they're all at least 4 out of 
5 stars (and no, I am not biased lol, Im being objective)
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?

so?

Girl:
you liked all of them?

Mickey:
yes lol xD 

Girl:
it's funny

Mickey:
Hmmm???

Girl:
you said you didn't like Joker

Mickey:
AH-HA!!! lol xD it seems like you were trying to "get me", but 

unfortunately for you, you have failed once again. The Joker, my dear, is 
NOT a Marvel character lol xD he belongs to DC obviously.

Girl:
I know.

Mickey:
lol sure xD then why did you say "you said you didn't like Joker" 

when I was talkinga bout how great the marvel movies are??

Girl:
because when I asked what "abilities" Joker has you said "I guess 

you really dont know much about marvel do you?"

(Seen: 4:05PM)
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(6:03PM)

Mickey:
I was just trying to change the topic over to marvel lol xD sorry if 

you didnt understand me

I suppose I could have worded it differently to make it easier for you 
to understand lol

Girl:
Ah.

Mickey:
lol so whats up?

Girl:
nmu

Mickey:
im playing breath of the wild lol xD

I finally got a switch lol.

Just found out the old man was zelda's father lol. Cool so far xD

I dont know why you have such a problem with this game lol the 
durability does NOT seem to be an issue at all so far lol: the enemeies are 
extremely easy to avoid lol

Aaaand I got off the plateau lol. This is so easy lol. The robots were 
a little surprising at first, but since they dont even move it was easy to avoid 
them.

I cant believe you had trouble with this xD

you there?
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Girl:
mhm hmm

Mickey:
so lol xD maybe you should watch me play sometime, so I could 

show you how I succeed in hyrule.
Girl:

Yeah, it's not a difficult game.

Mickey:
?? lol that's not what you said before

Girl:
I only said I didn't like that the weapons break, not that that makes 

the game difficult.

Mickey:
why does it bother you so much lol xD

Girl:
We've already talked about this. It cheapens the weapons, and I don't 

like that.

Mickey:
how does it cheapen the weapons lol

?

well?

Lol if you can think of an answer let me know xD ill be enjoying this
epic game in the meantine!

*meantime

hey?
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Girl:
hey

Mickey:
so, any news about weapons being "cheapened" lol xP

I bet you thought I forgot

?

hey

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
…

are you avoiding answering because you dont like being proven 
wrong? Then I apologize. But I will NOT apologize for posing the question 
in the first place. You should ALWAYS question your preconceived notions. 
It's what helps you grow, not just as a gamer, but as a person in general.

Examples of this are seen all throughout history. (most importantly 
with scientists such as Tesla and Bill Nye) If we never admit that we're 
wrong, how can we learn and become RIGHT??

thoughts?

Girl:
none

Mickey:
wow…

well if you want to think about it and get back to me, let me know…
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Girl:
What's a prized possession of yours?

Mickey:
? hmm? Where is this coming from lol?

Girl:
do you own anything that you enjoy owning?

Mickey:
of course I do lol xD and??

(I cant wait to see where you're going with this xD good luck!)

Girl:
you don't even have to tell me what it is. But would you rather that 

object a) break or b) never break?

(Seen: 7:00PM)

(9:03AM, the following morning)

Mickey:
hey

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
what's up?

Girl:
playing botw, u?

Mickey:
just working on a project lol..
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Girl:
just got a Royal Broadsword. I wonder what will end up happening 

to it.

Mickey:
…

Girl:
and how that should make me feel about having picked it up in the 

first place, compared to getting a new weapon in the other Zelda games.

Mickey:
almost done with my project lol. Did you want me to tell you about 

it?

Hey?

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
did you want to hear about my project?

Girl:
Go ahead

Mickey:
Okay xD

So here, check this out

https://zelda.fandom.com/wiki/Zeldapedia

Girl:
a zelda wiki
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Mickey:
THE Zelda wiki!!

Girl:
I dont understand

Mickey:
it's my project! Lol xD

Girl:
The entire wiki?

Mickey:
yeah lol xD pretty cool right?

So what do you think?

Girl:
I have a few thoughts I guess

Mickey:
well, dont hold back! Lol xD

Girl:
so you built this entire wiki?

Mickey:
well no lol xD iv'e just been editing it: a LOT though lol xD as we've

discussed im something of a "zelda buff" so I figured, why not put my 
knowledge to good use and help my fellow fans?

Here's one article I recently wrote that I think you might like ;P

https://zelda.fandom.com/wiki/
Why_Zelda_Has_Always_Been_Open_World
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Girl:
nice article

Mickey:
did you read it!

Girl:
no

Mickey:
oh. Well you should when you have the time lol xD it's pretty 

comprehensive, it's not just a rehash of the simple-explanations I tried with 
you before. So maybe it'll be easier to understand?

Girl:
Mickey, this wiki has been abandoned.

Mickey:
?

Girl:
All of the editors moved to https://zelda.gamepedia.com/

Mickey:
well yeah lol xD that's why it was so easy to start editing the pages 

lol xD there's no-one else around to mess anything up

Girl:
Your project is vandalizing an abandoned wikipedia site that no-one 

uses anymore?

Mickey:
Huh? No lol xD I'm creating the most authoritative source of Zelda 

information on the web!
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Girl:
https://zelda.gamepedia.com/

Mickey:
no lol xD the people there dont reall know what they're talking about

lol xD when I tried editing the Majora's Mask page to explain why it's open-
world and why it represents the 5 Stages of Grief about Link being dead 
(remember when I explained that little secret to you?) they reverted all of 
my changes! It was intolerable. I tried talking to their admins but they kept 
lying and saying it was just a fan theory even though it was proven on 
youtube. When I politely tried explaining that to them, they even took away 
my editing privileges.

Big mistake lol. So I've vowed to get my revenge by createing an 
even BIGGER and BETTER Zelda wiki.

Girl:
The old one that they abandoned.

Mickey:
what better way of doing it lol xD they've already done some of my 

work for me! Lol. Even though a lot of them were kind of "fake fans" you 
might say, some of the information on the site is still pretty solid (except the 
entire Majora's Mask page as an example lol xD) I will rebuild the site from 
the ashes and make them regret their arrogance and fakery. (That's a little 
thing we strategists like to call "delicious irony" lol) I'm turning their own 
weapon against them, do you understand?

Girl:
I understand

Mickey:
well? XD

Girl:
well what?
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Mickey:
what do you think? Is it not ingenious?

Girl:
how much time have you spent on this?

Mickey:
Hmm? Just a few days so far lol, but I plan on really going all-in lol. 

When I draw back the userbase with my superior knowledge about the 
games, they'll be begging for me to join their editor team lol (but I wont of 
course because by that time, my wiki will be on top)

well?

Girl:
I think you should abandon this idea.

Mickey:
?

what?

Why?

Girl:
it's a waste of time.

Mickey:
You think access to correct information is a "waste of time" lol?

Girl:
sometimes, yes

Mickey:
wow.

Lol, im speechless xD
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I tihnk maybe you dont realize what you're saying so ill give you a 
second chance lol. I'm talking about the importance of correct, factual 
information, do you understand? XD without that, we're NOTHING. 
Projects like this are the cornerstone of modern civilization. So are you 
really saying that it's a waste of time?

Girl:
Spitefully ruining an old website is not going to improve your life or 

the lives of anyone else.

Mickey:
how am I ruining it?

Hey?

How am I ruining it lol I told you im just correcting any 
inaccuracies. I never said ALL of the articles were bad

Girl:
I just contacted the admin and told them what you're doing.

Mickey:
you WHAT

hey are you being serious right now

Girl:
Mickey this is for your own good.

Mickey:
very funny lol

WELL HEY, I WAS JUST BANNED SO I GUESS YOU WERENT 
LYING. I DONT KNOW WHAT YOU THINK YOURE DOING BUT 
YOU CANT STOP ME
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hey

im sorry about that but I wish you hadnt betrayed me, so now I have 
to start all over again.

They locked all of the articles I cant edit any of them now.

I hope your happy, I really do.

(the following day)

Mickey:
hey

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
well I started on a new project. Dont worry, im not "ruining" any 

more wikis, but I DID create my OWN zelda encyclopedia.

Girl:
oh boy

Mickey:
here's the link. We'd love to have you on the editor's team, even 

though you're kinda a "newbie" I think ur a pretty strong writer, so after you 
play some more of the games maybe you could start helping out with 
articles.

www.TheZeldaEncyclopedia.wix.com

Girl:
who's "we"
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Mickey:
my editing team lol xD so far we've already written half a dozen 

articles. Pretty soon the internet will have a new "go-to" place for zelda info.
I was thinking of even trying to get interviews wirth nintendo employees, 
like Satoru Irawata. Do you know who that is?

Girl:
Iwata

Mickey:
yeah damn autocorrect lol xD so you know of him?

Girl:
yes

Mickey:
well one of my staff members says he might be able to get an 

interview with him. That'd be KILLER for our website!!

Girl:
it certainly would be, but I doubt it'll happen.

Mickey:
?

why lol because we're not a big site?

?

well guess what, Iwata's just a normal guy like any of us lol xD my 
friend's probalyy related to him in some way, so I dont see why he wouldnt 
be willing to have a quick interview with us lol (it's for the good of 
Nintendo after all)

Girl:
okay
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Mickey:
so will you join us! *extends hand*

Girls:
okay I will.

Mickey:
*shakes your hand* welcome aboard! To THE Zelda Encyclopedia!
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III: The Kingdom

Girl:
Mickey I wish you hadn’t used my email address when registering 

the site. I just got a cease-and-desist letter from Nintendo because you’re 
representing the site as if it’s official.

Mickey:
Well it’s BETTER than official so I dont see the problem?

Did you tell them that?

we’re doing them a favor really so I dont understand, they should be 
thankful

Girl:
I apologized and told them we’d change the name

Mickey:
I spent DAYS on that banner! there’s no way we’re going to change 

it!

Girl:
you cannot have a banner that says “Welcome to the Official Zelda 

Encyclopedia” if you’re not actually official.

Mickey:
so we just need to get into contact with Satori Irawata, he’ll 

straighten this out.

Girl:
no mickey, we just need to change that banner. That will be much 

simpler.
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Mickey:
we have to0 stand our ground here, or we’ll be showing weakness-- 

and then ANYONE can just try bullying us around. Forget about it, the 
banner stays.

Ill tell alex to reach out to Mr. Irawata today.

?

I saw you changed the banner. It looks very good, you did a good 
job, but I am NOT happy that you went behind my back like that. we’re 
supposed to be a team.

Girl:
I’m the one getting cease-and-desist letters, not you.

Mickey:
so what! If they try any legal action, me and the team are going to be

right there with you on the front lines!

The Zelda Encyclopedia is a family, or an army you might say.

And I am the father/general. I won’t let them harm you, no matter 
what. That’s a promise.

Girl:
thanks

Mickey:
of course <3 now, what’s on the agenda for today?

Girl:
I’m reading rn

Mickey:
?
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we’ve got a lot of work to do, should you really be reading?

we’re at war.

Girl:
we’re not at war

Mickey:
you havent seen what theyve been saying about us over on the 

inferior zelda wiki. it’s VERY nasty stuff.

Girl:
so what

Mickey:
so what! they’re going to destroy our website’s reputation before it 

takes off! we’ve got to nip this in the bud while we still can. Ive brought our
case to a few lawyers so far.

Girl:
please dont do that

Mickey:
ALL of them agreed to take the case, I just have to choose one now. 

If we can shut these guys up, it’ll buy us enough time to becoming a bigger 
site. We cant let them bully us.

Girl:
you cannot sue them.

Mickey:
dont worry about that, the lawyers will be doing (most) of the work--

we just need to secure the funding to start the suit
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Girl:
Mickey

Mickey:
?
yes?

Girl:
lawsuits are extremely expensive and time-consuming. I beg you to 

just let it go.

Mickey:
xD ahh, so you’re worried about me? it’s fitting that the “mother” 

figure of the Zelda Encyclopedia be worried about the father figure, but dont
worrry

I dont know if ive ever told you, but I know a fair bit about Law.  
And I can assure you it is 100% illegal for them to be cyberbullying us like 
they are in their forums. it’s called slander, and if we take them to court, not 
only will we get them to stop, but we should even be able to get some 
money wish we can use to improve the site!

Girl:
if you want to improve the site, you just need to write more articles. 

It’s supposed to just be an encyclopedia.

Mickey:
I know, but ive been thinking about that too (as you know I tend to 

think about things) and I was consdiering that maybe we should expand. 
What if we could become THE Zelda fandom community website of the 
entire internet? We could have forums, and contests, and podcasts, videos, 
everything!

Well?

Girl:
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I really think you’re overextending yourself

Mickey:
lol xD if you think im overextending myself, you really dont know 

me well enough (yet). Im just getting started, trust me. And dont worry 
about a thing-- ill take care of it all. Just keep doing what your doing, okay? 
Youve really been doing a great job on the articles!

Girl:
thanks

Mickey:
well with a few exceptions lol…

do you know which ones im talking about?

Girl:
I have an idea.

Mickey:
and?

Girl:
if you edit them, im quitting.

Mickey:
…

…

you know, this is supposed to be an encyclopedia. If we withhold 
information about things like the 5-Stages of Grief Theory, we’re not really 
doing our job…

Girl:
put it on another page then if you must. Make a “fan theories” page.
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Mickey:
but it’s not a theory!

Girl:
if you add it to the MM article, I am quitting.

Mickey:
do you know that you can be incredibly frustrating some times???

maybe I like that about you lol… you’re head-strong, even if you’re 
often wrong about things… but we can discuss it later I guess. Im going to 
go tell alex to give me Irawata’s number. Ill ttyl

Girl:
later

Mickey:
hey

u there?

Its important

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
just got some really bad news

Girl:
are you ok

Mickey:
Irawata is dead
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Girl:
Iwata

Mickey:
(yeah it got autocorrected). Idk what happened, alex said he died

Girl:
Mickey he died in 2015.

Mickey:
what

1 sec

!!i dont get it, why does wikipedia say that? He just died recently, 
Alex knew him. I cant fix the article either it’s locked.

Girl:
no, he’s been dead for 5 years, Alex never knew him.

Mickey:
but he said he did

I trusted him, I cant believe this

Girl:
maybe he was exaggerating or something to show off. How old is 

Alex?

Mickey:
1 sec

he’s 13 and a half

Girl:
okay.
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I took away his mod privileges, he can still edit pages though.

Mickey:
what are you doing!

Alex is one of the founding members of the Zelda Encyclopedia!

Girl:
you can’t have a minor be a moderator, Mickey, it’s not appropriate. 

And we’re not called the Zelda Encyclopedia anymore, we’re 
Zeldafans.com like the banner says

Mickey:
what is this!

you’re committing MUTINY!

Hey!

Are you there? Defend your actions if you can!

Girl:
Mickey, Alex is a CHILD, you shouldn’t even be talking to him very

much. And Nintendo is going to take the entire site down if we try calling it 
“The Zelda Encyclopedia”, they already sent me a notice. It can still be a 
great fan site, but things have to be done a certain way.

Mickey:
this is unbelievable.

Are you doing this because I ruined majora’s mask for you? Is this 
the next step of your “master plan” for revenge? (that’s a quote from 
Batman 2 but I mean it)

hey
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you there?

Hey

Girl:
I’m writing. Do you remember the items you can get from Gasha 

Nuts in OoS?

Mickey:
Oos?

Girl:
never mind, I’ll look it up

on the already-existing Zelda wiki

Mickey:
okay

well let me know when you’re done, we really need to talk about 
your abuse of powerful
Girl:

go ahead

Mickey:
hmm?

Girl:
tell me whatever you want

Mickey:
no, when you’re done writing. Something tells me we’re going to be 

going “back and forth” over this for a while and I want to make sure that 
you’re ready to spar with me
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Girl:
Mickey I haven’t done anything unreasonable. I ASKED YOU if the 

banner was okay and you said “yeah it’s great!”

Mickey:
that was BEFORE I realized it weas because nintendo was trying to 

strong-arm us!!

look, Ive been talking with my lawyers

Girl:
please tell me you didn’t really hire any

Mickey:
several, just to be safe.

I took out of my savings from work, but it’ll be worth it in the end I 
thinking

we’ve really got something special here and im not going to let 
NINTENDO or those ARROGANT IDIOTS over at the Zelda Wiki stop 
us!!

Girl:
okay.

Mickey:
so are you standing with me?

Girl:
no, I think I’m going to quit.

Mickey:
what!

Hey
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you cant quit

I do not accept your resignation, soldier!

Are you thjere

Girl:
if you’re going to take it this seriously, I don’t want any part of it. I 

like Zelda a lot, and it’s fun to work on the site as a hobby, but if you’re 
going to start waging legal battles against Nintendo and other websites for 
no reason I don’t want to be anywhere near it

Mickey:
but it’s necessary

Girl:
deleting my account now.

Mickey:
okay wait

hey wait

Ill stop.

Girl:
stop what?

Mickey:
ill cease fire

Girl:
please say to me “I will not pursue legal action against anyone and I 

will stop arguing on the forums of the other website.”
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Mickey:
but im defending our reputation!

Girl:
deleting my account

Mickey:
I WILL NOT PURSUE LEAGAL ACTION AGAINST ANYONE 

AND I WILL STOP ARGUING ON THE FORUMS OF THE OTHER 
WEBSITE, IM SORYR

Girl:
thank you.

Mickey:
you’re welcome, but youre on really thin ice missy..

Girl:
that reminds me, I reverted your changes to the Ice Cavern page

Mickey:
what?

Why

hey what was wrong with it

Girl:
I left notes

Mickey:
1 sec..
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are you kidding me? You really didn’t understand that the point of 
the ice cavern was to represent climate change? What is so controversial 
about that?

Im changing ti back until you can defeat my argument by providing 
valid evidence.

Girl:
article locked.

Mickey:
hey!

Stop that!

Hey!

Girl:
I made you a “fan theory” page you can play with, im going to sleep,

goodnight.

Mickey:
hey

good morning.

You there?

Girl:
I'm upset with you.

Mickey:
?

why!
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Girl:
I know what you did, Mickey.

Mickey:
what did I do

hey

you need to ve specific, in order for me to defend myself, this is 
Debate 101.

Girl:
I am not debating you. You know what you did, Mickey.

Mickey:
lol well OBVIOUSLY I know ALL the things I do lol xD everything 

I do is planned out with the maximum thought possible, you know this very 
well.

But unless you WANT me to read your mind, YOU have to fess up 
and tell me what YOUR problem is.

Will you? Or will I have to waste valuable mind-resources to figure 
it out for myself? (and you know I will)

Girl:
save your mind-resources. I'll tell you what you did.

Mickey:
Finally!

Girl:
You promised me that you would leave the other Zelda website 

alone.

Mickey:
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and I have!

Girl:
Let me finish.
So instead of talking to them directly, you sent Alex to their forum in

order to argue with them. I've read his posts over there, and it's obvious that 
you're telling him exactly what to post.

Mickey, Alex is 13 years old. You should not be using him like a 
puppet to carry out internet-fights. You should not be having internet-fights 
in the first place.

Mickey:
May I explain myself now?

Girl:
You PROMISED me you wouldn't do this, and so you found a 

weaselly little loophole you could use to continue having stupid arguments 
about stupid Zelda fan-theories.

Mickey:
May I explain myself now?

Girl:
No, you're barely contributed anything to our own site. You haven't 

written a single page by yourself, you just keep editing in ridiculous fan-
theories into them like the nonsense with the Ice Cavern.

Mickey:
ridiculous?!

That's a little thing called LORE. You obviously have no idwea what 
your talking about

Girl:
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Meanwhile, Alex (aka you) have made over 30 posts on their forum 
over the last 2 days. Arguing about what?

Mickey:
The HISTORY of Zelda!!

Girl:
Arguing about things like "How Volvagia evolved from a Dodongo"

Mickey:
THAT'S A FACT! HOW CAN YOU DENY THAT?

Girl:
It's just something you made up.

Mickey:
AND I SUPPOSE ITS JUST A COINCIDENCE THAT  THEY'RE 

1- BOTH LIZARDS, AND 2- BOTH BREATHE FIRE AND 3- BOTH 
LIVE ON DEATH MOUNTAIN!!

ARE U KIDDING ME RIGHT NOW

OH IM SORRY, DO YOU NOT BELIEVE IN EVOLUTION?

Girl:
There can be more than 2 types of lizards on Death Mountain.

Mickey:
So then how do you explain the fact that 1- KING Dodongo is a 

MAN and 2- Volvagia is a FEMALE?? How can there be a KING Dodongo 
without a QUEEN (Volvaga)

Girl:
Volvagia is not a female.

Mickey:
1 sec
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(several minutes later)

So how do you explain her name?

Girl:
Just because it ends with an "a" doesn't mean it's a female.

Mickey:
and the hair? The fact that it's physically slimmer than the bulking 

King Dodongo??

Girl:
they're two different species, it doesn't matter that there's a size 

difference.

Mickey:
I still think there's more than enough evidence in my theory for it to 

be valid.

Girl:
so you should put it up on the "fan theories" page on our own site 

instead of trying to shove it down innocent people's throats on another site

Mickey:
innocent?

Girl:
oh no

Mickey:
these people have accused me—ME—of being a "troll". That's the 

most insane thing ive ever heard of in my entire life. Bceause THHEY are 
too cowardly to confront new ideas, they have to LASH OUT at me, like 
jackals and hyenas. But I, the Lion, will not waver.
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Girl:
you promised me you wouldn't do this.

And don't say it's different because Alex is "technically" doing it.

Mickey:
ahhh very wise lol xD I can see im starting to make you quicker. But 

unfortunately for you, I AM still abiding by the terms of our agreement. It's 
something YOU should have thought about in the first place, and it's too late
to change it now.

Alex will continue charging forth with my blessings, armed with my 
wisdom, and will defeat the enemy on their own turf, so we'll never have to 
deal with them here.

Girl:
then I'm deleting my account.

Mickey:
wait

just wait, let me thingk

dont do anything crazy, I bed you

*beg you

for both of our sakes, just dont do anything and wait for me to come 
up with a plan

Girl:
no plans. End your insane campaign against their website- in all 

forms and all future-forms that you may think of- or I am leaving the site.

Mickey:
and what's in it for me?
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Id be making a huge concession.

Girl:
no you wouldn't, this would be an entirely positive thing for you. 

And it's either that or I quit.

Mickey:
but I need soemthing in return or else it's not a fair bargain!

Thats how a treaty works

Girl:
what you're getting is me not quitting.

Mickey:
logically that does not make sense

because youre already part of the site.

Hey

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
well?

Girl:
my hand is on the "confirm" button and I'm going to press it if you 

don't promise to stop bothering the other website. In 5

Mickey:
wait
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Girl:
4

Mickey:
stop it!

This isnt funn

Girl:
3

Mickey:
*funny

okay

Girl:
2

Mickey:
I PROMISE

Girl:
what do you promise?

Mickey:
to stop bothering the other website!

Okay?! Geeze!

Girl:
thank you

Mickey:
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yeah, your'e welcome. I hope you know what were throwing away 
here. Mark my words.

Girl:
okay

Mickey:
in  a month's time we'll be wishing we had not abandoned this 

tactical advantage.

Girl:
so be it.

Mickey:
indeed… I fear youve doomed us all.

But at least wel'll be together, in the End…

Girl:
goodnight. Tell Alex to stop.

Mickey:
goodnight

Girl:
tell him

Mickey:
okay.

Mickey:
hey

Girl:
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hey

Mickey:
thanks for setting up that forum for us!!

it's very exciting to have a real communtiy now.
My kingdom is ever-expanding.

Girl:
yeah

Mickey:
we've already got 22 new members!

Girl:
I saw

Mickey:
ive been giving each one a personal "welcome" message to make 

them feel at home and to help build up comraderie :)

Girl:
just dont scare them away

Mickey:
of course not lol xD ive just been welcoming them with some cool 

zelda-facts trivia lol

stuff they wont get on the less-informed zelda sites

Girl:
like whatever

Mickey:
well, the other day I discovered the strangest thing while playing 

ocarina of time
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Girl:
what's that

Mickey:
did you realize that the "happy mask" salesman is asian??

Girl:
oh no

Mickey:
no seriously!

Have you never noticed lol xD

hey?

You there?

Girl:
I'm here

Mickey:
so anyway, what does this fact tell us about the Zelda Universe?

(I think you of all people will really apprecaite this since you're so 
obsessed with lord of the rings lol )

if asians exist in hyrule, then hyrule must in some way be connected 
with OUR world.

Girl:
oh man

Mickey:
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exactly! Just lkie how middle-earth is earth, I believ strongly that 
hyrule is, in fact, Japan. Either in the far-future, or the far-past. But 
definitely connected.

Girl:
And the neighboring kingdoms are other parts of Asia?

Mickey:
of course lol xD

well… depending on the seismic activity of the earth of course lol. 
Itll take a lot of research to figure out which lands in the zelda universe 
coresspond to which in the real world

Girl:
all of this because of the Happy Mask Salesman?

Mickey:
well yeah lol xD he's the KEY: the clue that Nintendo left in the 

game for us to discover.

If we just look at the hylians, we'd never suspect that Hyrule is on 
Earth, bceause we're just used to seeing white people (hylians) portrayed as 
"default" human-characters

the presence of an Asian man completely turns this on its head and 
forces us to face the fact: an asian man is in Hyrule. Why?

Because Hyrule IS Asia: specifically Japan, since that's where it was 
made.

Girl:
what about the Gerudos?

Mickey:
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they are inconsequential unfortunately.

In real-life, arab people live in a PATRIARCHAL society, not one 
where there are no men lol. A clever joke by Nintendo, but it serves no 
purpose for figuring out the hidden meaning of the zelda games. In fact, 
were it not for the HMS shedding light on the whole ruse, their existence 
might make people even more firmly believe that Hyrule is not based on 
real life!

So no, we must look to the Happy Mask Salesman. Such a simple 
little trick! But I uncovered it lol.

Girl:
and you sent all of this to our new members?

Mickey:
no lol xD

Girl:
okay good.

Mickey:
each new member has been getting their own unique bit of Zelda 

trivia lol xD that was just one example that I sent to our newest member.

Girl:
…

Mickey:
so?

Pretty clever, right?

I cant believe nintendo thought of that. It's so ingenious that it 
sounds like something -I- might make up!
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Girl:
you did make it up.

Mickey:
lol yeah xD only because they left that clue of course! I don't know 

how anyone woud have figured it out, were it not for the Happy Mask 
Salesman.

After I'm done adding that easter egg to his article, I think we should 
make it our Featured Article in order to honor him.

What do you think?

Hey, did you lock the article? I can't edit it.

Girl:
taking a nap, ill ttyl

Mickey:
ok, goodnight..

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
hey!

Well, this is a surprise! Normally im the one who has to message you
first lol xD

I guess our relationship is growing stronger…

so whats up?

Girl:
Mickey I do not like your “Asian Outreach Program”
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Mickey:
!? what? Why

Girl:
you dont think it’s strange to have a big picture on our front page 

that says “WELCOME ALL ASIANS! WE LOVE THE HAPPY MASK 
SALESMAN!!”

Mickey:
Huh? Why?

Girl:
it’s weird to single out a group of people like that, on a video game 

website

Mickey:
but they’re IN the game!! remember I taught you about the happy 

mask salesman??

im trying to teach them their heritage!

Girl:
and another thing, I don’t like that you’ve added the question “Are 

you Asian?” to the sign-up form under. It’s just supposed to just ask for a 
Username, Email, and Password.

Mickey:
It’s important to know! It helps me choose what Zelda Trivia to send 

them in their welcome message!

If they’re Asian, I tell them about how the Happy Mask Salesman is 
also Asian!

Girl:
Is that really the reason?
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Mickey:
yes!! we’ve been over it, havent we?

How hyrule is actually japan

Girl:
are you lying to me?

Mickey:
huh?

Girl:
are you lying to me?

Mickey:
about what?

Girl:
about that being the reason

Mickey:
im really telling asian users the truth about hyrule!

Girl:
I gave you a chance to come clean, Mickey.

Mickey:
what are you talking about???

Girl:
Alex sent me a file.

Mickey:
no he didnt
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Girl:
he did, and do you know what the file is named?

Mickey:
…

I ccan explain

Girl:
the file is Asian_Strategy.txt and it details your plans to “use the 

asians” to “get in with nintendo” so that we can change our name back to 
the Zelda Encyclopedia.

Mickey:
so?

Whasts wrong with that

thats not something iagreed to not do? Its not like im attacking 
nintendo or the other wiki (yet)

I dont know if you know this, but in Asian cultures, communities are 
very “tight-knit”, so it’s not only possible, but LIKELY that asian users 
signing up for our Zelda community might in some way be connected to 
Nintendo itself. This will give us an incredible advantage over our 
competition

Girl:
change the sign-up form back to normal by the time I get home, and 

I’ll send apology messages to the users saying “a troll” sent them out and 
that he’s been banned. All we can do is hope that’ll be enough.

Mickey:
what are you talking about!!

youre going to ruin everything
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if we dont use the tools that we have, we’re going to get washed 
away by the sands of time!!

Girl:
our asian users are not “tools” Mickey. Change the sign-up form.

Mickey:
no, not this time. Im putting my foot down-- and BY THE WAY, I 

am NOT happy that you turned alex against me! Ill have to have a chat with 
that boy…

Girl:
leave Alex alone, Mickey. He only sent me that because he was 

WORRIED about you. He thinks you’re going crazy. A 13 year old thinks 
you're going crazy.

He doesn’t know that you’ve just always been this way.

Mickey:
CRAZY?! THATS IT, I cant have a soldier like THAT under my 

command. Im banning him first thing in the morning!

Girl:
don’t ban Alex please, he actually writes pages for the site.

Unlike certain other people.

Mickey:
NAME THEM, AND I WILL BAN THEM TOO. IT’S TIME FOR 

US TO CLEAN UP SHOP. A SHIP INFESTED WITH RATS CANNOT 
FLOAT, AND CERTAINLY CANNOT SAIL!

Do you understand my maritime terminology?

Girl:
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Mickey, Alex is a GREAT “soldier”--look how much he cares about 
you, his commander, that he’d come to me to express his concern.

Don’t ban him.

Mickey:
Hmm…

Hmmm…. Perhaps you’re right, my apprentice. Very well. I will 
show mercy for Alex. But I WILL be giving him a stern talking to about 
revealing my plans in the future.

Girl:
great. And if the sign-up form isn't fixed when I wake up, I'm 

quitting. Goodnight.

(later, after Mickey quietly returns the form to normal)

Mickey:
hey

Girl:
whats up

Mickey:
playing majora’s mask for the first time!

(im trying to study the game so that I can become an even stronger 
leader for our site)

Girl:
that’s very good. Let me know if you need any help.

Mickey:
well there is one thing…
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Girl:
shoot

Mickey:
I dont understand how they expect you to beat the entire game in a 

single cycle. It seems like its impossible

Girl:
it is

Mickey:
incorrect

ive looked it up on youtube. Here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_nWOOQrovM

“Majora's Mask Glitchless Speedrun in 2:51:16 (WR)”

did you watch?

Girl:
a little

Mickey:
well?

Girl:
he uses glitches.

Mickey:
no he doesn’t!

what is your definition of a glitch?
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Girl:
and not only does he use glitches, but he doesn’t do any of the side-

quests. Even if it were possible to beat it in a single run without exploits, 
that’s not how you’re supposed to play, he’s just a speed-runner

Mickey:
JUST a speed-runner?!?

Girl:
oh no

Mickey:
hey are the MASTERS of gaming. Can YOU beat Majora’s Mask in 

2 hours??

I bet not.

Girl:
I don’t want to beat Majora’s Mask in 2 hours, I want to enjoy the 

game and do everything that there is to do. Which is how you should be 
playing it since it’s your first time. Speed-running is for people who are 
already very familiar with the game, not for people looking to enjoy the 
game as it’s supposed to be played.

Mickey:
so you dont believe in doing things well? You dont believe in 

striving for greatness?

Girl:
you’re so stupid

(message deleted before Mickey could read it)

Mickey:
hey?
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What was that message you deleted?

Hey?

Girl:
nothing, it was just a typo. Anyway, just try to understand that the 

game is not MEANT to be played quickly, you’re SUPPOSED to take your 
time with it, talk to everyone, do everything, and go back in time as many 
times as necessary. That’s the genuine experience of the game.

Mickey:
I see.

So that’s your opinion.

Well I’m sorry, but I do not share it. I will be studying MM from the 
MASTERS of the game, not people who are UNABLE to beat the game 
with as much skill as they!

Girl:
great, have fun

Mickey:
thank you, I will have fun! Maybe I can even get the NEW world 

record one day!

Dont ya think? Knowing me right lol

hey?

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
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im really not having fun… I cant believe nintendo made a game like 
this… why does it receive such critical praise??
Girl:

are you still playing it incorrectly?

Mickey:
if you are able to, LOGICALLY, explain how doing things as fast as 

possible is “incorrect” in a game based around TIME, then by all means, 
please do!!

well? Im waiting.

Dang it, I cant get these bomb-jumps down!! this is ridiculous!

Girl:
It certainly is.

Mickey:
are you mocking me?

Or worse, are you mocking the noble profession of speed-running?

Girl:
both.

Mickey:
that's it, missy, you just earned yourself a punishment. From now on,

-I-, and I alone will be editing all Majora's Mask related articles! Until YOU
start taking the game as seriously as it deserves to be taken!

Girl:
great

Mickey:
well? Do you have anything else to say? Maybe if you apologize to 

me and the speedrunning community, I will shorten your sentence.
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Girl:
No, I accept my sentence.

Mickey:
well thats very mature of you. Now if youll excuse me, I really need 

to master "damage boosts".

Girl:
have fun

Mickey:
why do you keep repeating that?

This isnt about fun, this is about knowledge and skill.

Girl:
k

Mickey:
thank you. Ill ttyl

(2 hours later)

hey, ive decided to lift your punishment. Im done with this stupid 
game, I never want to play it again, so we'll be needing our old head-editor 
back. Congratulations.

Hey

you there?

Girl:
sorry, playing MM. Something put me in the mood.
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Mickey:
psh, "have fun"

Girl:
yes, I will

Mickey:
in the meantime, ill at least try discovering more lore about the 

game, even if I cant stand playing it.

Girl:
great

Mickey:
yeah, ill have something for you in a bit. Im already following a lead

rn watching an LP (that stands for Let's Play)

Girl:
great

Mickey:
wow, okay so get this.

Did you ever notice that the "ALIENS" that attack the Lon Lon 
Ranch are dressed up strangely?

Girl:
...

Mickey:
what did the happy mask salesman tell us about majora's mask? That 

a TRIBE used it for HEXING rituals.
The "aliens" that attack the ranch obviously hex Romani and 

Creamie if you dont help them. It might be a lesser-hex since they dont have
the mask, but it's obviously a hex none-the-less.
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Girl:
they're just aliens.

Mickey:
no, im saying that they're NOT, dont you understand? Theyre the 

very tribe spoken of in the beginning of the game!!

Girl:
they fly off in a spaceship

Mickey:
it's a LIGHT. NONETHING INDICATES that it's actually a "ship"-- 

it could simply be the transportation method used by the tribe.

Girl:
or it could be aliens

Mickey:
how could it be aliens?

Why wouldnt they be talking and saying they come in peace? And 
dont you think that nintento is a little too smart to have them abduct cows 
like a cliched joke?

The evidence points to them being the hexing-tribe. They hexed 
romani and creamia to make them sad to help out majora (their god). If it 
were just aliens, it'd be random and wouldnt fit with the story at all.

Do you understand?

Girl:
add it to your fan-theories page.

Mickey:
no.
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I would like to add it to the main MM page, and so I am asking you 
POLITELY to please unlock it.

Girl:
no.

Mickey:
so it's treason then…*draws lightsaber* (that's a quote from the rise 

of the sith obviously, but I'm being deadly-serious right now)

well?
Girl:

goodnight Mickey.

Mickey:
hey

good morning!

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
good news!

(News so good in fact, that ive decided to forgive you – for now lol)

Girl:
?

Mickey:
ive dicovered a new little piece of lore for you

I really think you’ll like this one.
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Girl:
go ahead

Mickey:
have you ever noticed that when you light a Deku Stick, it burns for 

a mere 10 seconds? BUT if you light a torch with it, the timer resets!!

Girl:
yeah I’ve noticed that but I’ve never really thought much about it. 

Good job Mickey, you should add that to the Deku Stick page.

Mickey:
oh, im not finished lol!

Girl:
oh.

Mickey:
yeah lol xD so logically speaking, if a stick is going to burn up in 10 

seconds, then why would merely lighting something else prevent it from 
burning??

exactly, it WOULDN’T!

And yet… it does. Why? What can we glean from this fact?

Well, let’s think about it, shall we?

What “power” is there in Hyrule that might allow a fire to burn—yet 
without destroying the Deku Stick?? Think about it.

Do you have an answer?

Excuse me, I mean Termina lol—but the answer is the same either 
way of course lol xD
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There is only one force in the Universe. None other than the Goddess
DIN!

Thoughts?

I can see ive stunned you lol xD so allow me to continue!

Yes, of course, the Goddess Din is the goddess associated with FIRE.
WHAT ELSE could explain a FIRE changing its burn-time, other than the 
goddess herself?

So now we have to face the question: WHY is Din “blessing” your 
Deku Sticks (or making reducing the power of the fire when they’re lit)--
allowing you to solve puzzles and such things? It’s because Din is ANGRY 
that Ganondorf is always stealing her piece of the tri-force! And 
THEREFORE, she is always watching over you, ready to aid you in any 
such way that she can—such as giving the Great Fairy her spell to give to 
you, and aiding you in your Deku-stick usage.

Isntg that incredible?

Ill add that to the Deku Stick page right now!

Girl:
Mickey please wait

Mickey:
hmm??

Girl:
just the timer-resetting please, don’t add your reasoning behind it.

Mickey:
WHAT?! WHY!
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Girl:
the Zelda fan community is not ready for this truth yet. it’s too much 

for them to handle.

Mickey:
ahhh! I see…

hmm…
no… no, the truth must be told. The people have a right to know.

Girl:
mickey please, I beg you. it’ll tear them apart.

Mickey:
The community will heal. Keep your head down, and ill watch over 

you. Going to go edit the page now.

Ah, I see you already started! Great job, yeah the timer-resetting was
kinda the “clue” that led me to the truth.

Girl:
Yeah, I’m on it. It might take me a while to finish, I want such a 

great theory to be written perfectly.

Mickey:
Ahhh!! I’m proud of you :) keep up the good work.

Girl:
can you post the latest news about Breath of the Wild 2?

Mickey:
we need to talk about that.

Girl:
about what?
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Mickey:
I dont know if we should talk about breath of the wild 2

Girl:
why not?

Mickey:
Nintendo has not yet confirmed whether or not it will be 

speedrunner-friendly.

Girl:
what is that.

Mickey:
you know, whether or not it will be a fun game to speed-run.

So I think we should hold off on giving it space on our site until 
Nintendo confirms.

Girl:
mickey this isn’t a speedrunning website.

Mickey:
we need to talk about that too lol

Girl:
no we dont

Mickey:
ive started doing Mario 64 runs the other day, and I want to start 

making pages about it and maybe host some competitions and stuff.

Girl:
Mickey it’s  a Zelda website.

Mickey:
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well yeah primarily lol xD but Mario 64 is actually deeply-connected
to Zelda, didnt you know?

Girl:
what?

Mickey:
havent you ever played Mario 64?

Girl:
yes

Mickey:
and you really dont remember the statue in the castle courtyard? xD 

take a close look at it lol

Girl:
I know. It doesn’t mean anything.

Mickey:
okay lol xD well, obviously that’s not true so the only question 

remains: what’s the real connection?

Havent you ever noticed that Peach’s castle looks STRIKINGLY 
familiar to Hyrule Castle?

We need to follow the clues nintendo left us. Ill start working on the 
pages now.

HEY, WHAT IS THIS? YOU REMOVED MY ADMIN 
PRIVILEGES??

HEY!!

HEY!!!
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WE NEED TO TALK, IM TALLING YOU

*CALLING YOU

(6:08PM MISSED CALL FROM MICKEY)
(6:08PM MISSED CALL FROM MICKEY)

(6:08PM MISSED CALL FROM MICKEY)

(6:09PM MISSED CALL FROM MICKEY)

HEY!!!

THJIS IS IMPORTANT, ANSWER ME!

Girl:
muting you until you cool off, I’ll ttyl

Mickey:
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!

HEY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

(the following day)

Mickey:

hey.

Hey. Ive calmed down, can we please talk now?

Girl:
hi

Mickey:
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WHAT DO YOU THINK YOURE DOING TAKING OVER MY 
WEBSITE? I TAKE YOU IN OUT OF THE COLD AND THIS IS HOW 
YOU REPLAY ME?

*repay

Girl:
Mickey I didn't take away your admin privileges. Alex did.

Mickey:
SAY WHAT?

Girl:
What? I told you not to allow him to be a mod, and what do you do? 

You go behind my back and make him an ADMINISTRATOR. Well guess 
what, Mickey? He put it to a vote to kick you, and the vote was 5 to 1. I was
the only person who voted to keep you.

Mickey:
you?

You… all this time… you've really loved me… *pulls you close and 
touches your face*

hey, you there?

Girl:
I just convinced them to create a special moderator class for you.

Mickey:
Wow! Thanks! <3

from that position… I will regain my power, and oust the traitors 
from my kingdom…
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tell me, my future queen of Hyrule, what special powers do I now 
possess?

Girl:
you have full control over the "Fan Theories" page.

Mickey:
Go on! Go on!

Girl:
but you cannot edit any other pages whatsoever.

Mickey:
…

…

do you want to start a new site with me?

Girl:
no, I like this site and I'm going to keep working on it.

Mickey:

fine...

that blasted Alex…

Girl:
hey, I don't like that you've changed the Fan Theories page to say 

that "everything on this page has been confirmed as True". And if I don't 
like it I'm sure the others won't. Please change it before they see it.

Mickey:
THAT BLASTED COUNCIL OF THEIRS WILL BE 

DESTROYED! I WONT LET THEM GET AWAY WITH THIS!
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I'LL… I'LL…

Girl:
Mickey please.

Mickey:
I'LL NUKE THE ENTIRE SITE BEFORE I LET THEM TAKE IT 

OVER!!!

DOING SO RIGHT NOW.

Hey can you help me with something

Girl:
no, Mickey. I put the site in my name already in case you'd do 

something like this.

Mickey:
YOU WHAT?! YOU DIDN'T TRUST ME!? WELL LOOK WHERE

IT'S GOTTEN YOU NOW: SURROUNDED ON ALL SIDES BY 
TRAITORS AND SCOUNDRELS, AND WITH NO KING TO PROTECT  
YOU!!

Girl:
Mickey I'll be fine. They can't do anything to me, and they don't 

want to anyway. They like me. And I like them too.

Mickey:

YOU WHAT?!?!

Girl:
In fact, I might owe you a favor because of your Asian Outreach 

Program. The new admin Song's been really cool to me. We've been talking 
a lot.
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Mickey:
no… 

no… what are you telling me?

Be very careful with what you're about to say…

Girl:
what?

Mickey:
do you love him?

Girl:
maybe

Mickey:
WHAT!!!

WHAT!!!!!!!!

HEY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Girl:
I'm just kidding

Mickey:
DONT JOKE ABOUT THINGS LIKE THAT

okay.. okay… I forgive you. So you're not romantically intrested in 
him… good…

Girl:
I didn't say that.
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Mickey:
I dont like this at all. I want you to stop talling to him

*talking to him

please. Thank you, im sorry.

Girl:
no.

Mickey:
no what?

Girl:
Song is cool, I'm going to keep talking to him.

Mickey:
...so this is it, huh?

The end of us.

Girl:
if that's really what you want.

Mickey:
of course it's not what I want. But you want Song…

dont you?

Do you?

Hey

do you?

Girl:
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he's got abs

Mickey:
AND HOW WOULD YOU KNOW THAT?

DID HE SEND U A PIC OF HIMSEFL??

HEY

Girl:
yeah.

Mickey:
oh no..

no…

no no no no no no….

Did you…

Girl:
did I what

Mickey:
please tell me…

you didnt send him nudes…

please

hey, are you there?

Girl:
I did not send him nudes
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Mickey:
oh thank Science…

I knew you were better than that.

To send pics to someone on the internet lol xD

I knew you wouldnt be that stupid lol

Girl:
I did send him pics, just not nudes

Mickey:
WHAT?

HEY WHAT DID TYOU SEND HIM

Girl:
you're getting yourself way too worked up. Let's talk about 

something else.

Do you have any new stupid zelda theories?

Mickey:
(my factual-theories are not stupid)TELL ME WHAT YOU SENT 

HIM. TELL ME RIGHTNOW OR IM…

OR IM BLOCKING YOU

Girl:
tummy

Mickey:

NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
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OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

DO YOU HAVE ANY IDWA WHAT YOUVE DONE?

HEY! LISTEN! (YES YES THAT'S A ZELDA REFERENCE, BBUT IM 
BEING SERIOUS!)

YOU'VE GREATELY TARNISHED OUR BRAND AS THE ZELDA 
ENCYCLOPEDIA. IM AFRAID THIS IS VERY BAD FOR YOU…

I MUST ASK THAT YOU STEP DOWN NOW, AND LET THE 
KING TAKE OVER ONCE AGAIN.

HEY ARE YOU THER?

Girl:
im here

Mickey:
THNAK YOU. I WILLACCEPT YOUR RESIGNATION AND 

ASSIST YOU IN RETURNING THE SITE BACK UNDER MY 
DOMINION.

ARE YOU READY RIGHT NOW?

Girl:
no mickey, I havent done anything wrong. Stop sperging out

(message deleted before Mickey could read it)

no mickey, I havent done anything wrong. Please calm down.

Mickey:
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dont

DONT TELL ME TO CALM DOWN. IF YOU DONT 
SURRENDER THE ZELDA ENCYCLOPEDIA BACK TO ME RIGHT 
NOW, YOU'LL BE PUTTING YOURSELF IN GRAVE DANGER- THE 
GRAVEST IMAGINABLE!

DO YOU UNDERSTAND? IM CALLING YOU RIGHT NOW

(3:14PM MISSED CALL FROM MICKEY)

HEY!!! THIS IS SERIOUS AND YOU WONT PICK UP THE 
PHONE? REALLY/???

OKAY SO ILL JUST TELL YOU HERE THEN. IF NINTENDO 
FINDS OUT THAT YOUVE BEEN SHOWING OFF YOUR STOMACH 
TO MEN ON THE INTERNET—ASIAN MEN NO LESS, THEY'LL USE 
THAT AGAINST US IN COURT.

I DIDNT WANT TO TELL YOU EARLIER, BUT IVE BEEN 
PROCEEDING WITH THE LAWSUIT AGAINST NINTENDO. SO FINE,
CONGRATULATIONS, YOUVE DRAGGED IT OUT OF ME!! BUT 
NOW IT'S TIME TO STOP PLAYING GAMES AND MESSING 
AROUND. DO YOU UNDERSTAND?

Girl:
please turn caps lock off

Mickey:
okay fine but you better still be listening to me. I want Song GONE 

by tonight, or else I wont be able to protect you when Nintendo strikes back 
against us, okay?

Okay?

Girl:
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Mickey, there is no "us". You do not represent Zeldafans.com

Mickey:
HUH?! I MADE THE WEBSITE!! IT BELONGS TO ME!!

Girl:
No, Mickey. You created TheZeldaEncyclopedia.wix.com. Myself 

and everyone else created the new site that we've been using since the day 
Nintendo sent me the cease-and-desist. It was dumb to make a wix site in 
the first place btw.

Mickey:
so… this is it, huh?

Betrayed by my own lover… I see how it is…

well, they might have turned you against me… but they wont get 
away with it for long. Heh… I know exactly what I have to do to desetroy 
them...

Hey, get some tummy pics ready for ME. Because im going to war…
ttyl…

Girl:
what are you doing?

Mickey?

Mickey:
heh. So what do you think?

About my conquest thus far?

Girl:
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you bullied two children off of the internet by sending them death 
threats. Im not talking to you anymore.

Mickey:
Children? Oh, you mean the snakes lol xD Yeah they got what they 

deserved. They should have known better than to mess with me. Ssee what 
happens?

So… about those tummy pics.

Girl:
Mickey you’re lucky Alex and his brother are cool. They could have 

reported you to the police. You can NOT tell people “What the Greeks did to
Troy will be child’s play compared to what I will do to your house.” You 
can’t say that to ANYONE! Especially not KIDS!

Mickey:
Oh please! You’re being dramatic! (this is typical for females lol and 

it can be cute I’ll admit)

Girl:
“Go look up Achilles vs. Hector on YouTube, that’s what I’m going 

to do to you” THAT’S WHAT YOU SAID TO A 13 YEAR OLD BOY!

Mickey:
are you seriously accusing a King of being over-zealous in the 

defense of his Crown? I did what I had to do, and now look! Once again, *I*
am on top! The traitors have all fled or bowed down! And I’ve lowered 
everyone else’s roles so that I can never be usurped again!

All except… my queen…

You…

Girl:
great. thanks
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Mickey:
no problem lol xD soo…

Girl:
what?

Mickey:
you know lol

dont you trhgink I deserve a reward from my queen? After 
successfully defending my land from the savage fake zelda fans?

Girl:
no.

Mickey:
ahhh lol, you’re just like the Spartan queen: tough. I like that.

For now, that’s okay. Ill be busy anyway I  suppose. we’ve got a lot 
of work to do between the lawsuit and fixing up the site.

Im impressed that those lying traitors were able to grow the kingdom
so large! We almost have as many members as that other, False zelda site!

(imagine how many more we’ll have once we’ve brought Nintendo 
to heel)

Oh that reminds me.

My lawyers said they need your address. Since you’ll be one of the 
co-plaintiffs with me.

Okay?

Hey
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Girl:
Mickey if you drop the lawsuit forever I will send you one tummy 

pic.

Mickey:
…

...you drive a hard bargain. Too hard. Allow me to meditate on it for 
tonight, and tomorrow, my queen, you will have my decision!

Girl:
NO MICKEY, CALL YOUR ATTORNEYS RIGHT NOW OR THE 

DEAL IS OFF

Mickey:
my dear…

Girl:
5

Mickey:
lol ur really gonna do this again

Girl:
4

Mickey:
THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU’RE DOING! THIS IS THE FUTURE

OF OUR KINGDOM!!!

Girl:
` 3

Mickey:
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THAT’S RIGHT, I SAID *OUR* KINGDOM, NOT JUST MINE. 
I’M DOING THIS FOR YOU, AND YOU WANT TO THROW AWAY 
THIS GIFT?

Girl:
2

Mickey:
PLEASE!!! *holds you*

Girl:
1

Mickey:
OKAY, SEND THE TUMMY PICS

Girl:
ONLY ONE. CALL OFF THE LAWYERS FIRST.

Mickey:
fine!! 1 sec.

Dont go to sleep, give me 5 minutes

Girl:
fine

Mickey:
well… it’s done…

our land’s greatest defense. The one thing holding back the hordes…

I hope you know what you’ve done…

send the tummy pics now please.
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(girl sends one tummy pic)

Mickey:
wow… so this is my queen…

truly a worthy empress...

Girl:
thanks

Mickey:
you must work out, right?

Girl:
good night mickey

Mickey:
can you send another real quick?

Girl:
no, goodnight.

Mickey:
goodnight… my queen *holds you as we both fall asleep*

good morning!

Girl:
morning

Mickey:
so, what’s the on the agenda for today?

Girl:
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idk

Mickey:
you dont know? Lol

that’s not like you.

Hey. Are you okay?

Girl:
I feel a little sick today

Mickey:
do youu need me to bring you any medicine?

Girl:
no.

Mickey:
okay… well if you need anything, please, let me know.

Girl:
thanks

Mickey:
np. In the meantime, all this talk about medicine gives me an idea!

Girl:
no…

Mickey:
1 sec, im just gonna check the game to confirm my theory!

Oh wow, you’re not gona believe this

Girl:
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that I believe

Mickey:
okay, so you know the Goron Powder Keg Shop?

Girl:
I thought you had a theory about medicine or something

Mickey:
hmm? Oh I was just thinking about your “explosive” temper when I 

realized this bit of lore about powder kegs lol xD but if you want a little 
“medicine” (aka potions ;P ) trivia, then that could be arranged too! So 
which would you prefer?
Girl:

whichever’s quicker I want to sleep

Mickey:
okay! Hmm…

let me think for just a sec…

I suppose the Powder Keg secret (the one I was starting to tell you 
lol) would be faster to hear about.

So how about that one?

You there?

Lol I guess you fell asleep. So cute… 

anyway, I’ll write this out for when you  wake up I suppose lol xD

In Majora’s Mask, you probably never realized this, but it’s “clear as 
crystal” as Willy Wondka would say lol.

Well, once you know the secret lol
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now, it is of course mandatory to visit the Powder Keg Shop in the 
Goron Mountains to become certified in power-keg usage. Afterwards, you 
can purcahse powder kegs from this giant goron for 100 rupees (this is what 
most players do) but there’s actually a secret goron hiding in the bomb store 
in clock town, who ALSO sells you these powder kegs!

And guess what he sells you them for?

FIFTY rupees.

Now, do you remember who creates these powder kegs in the first 
place? The big goron or the small goron? (exactly, lol) So this begs the 
question of course. What’s a 3rd party doing selling powder kegs for LESS 
than the manufacturer!?

Exactly! It doesnt add up. So we have to ask ourselves: “who’s 
lying?” and “why”

is the big goron lying about the cost of manufacturing the powder 
kegs? Is he ripping link off? This seems unlikely because Gorons are very 
honorable, even though they’re based off of Dwarves who are of course 
greedy.

So then HOW is the small goron able to sell link these powder kegs 
at such killer prices?

The answer goes back to my Deku Stick theory, do you remember it?

?

oh im sorry lol I forgot you were asleep. Ill just continue xD

so, when something is “illogical”, what works as the solution? (at 
least in video games lol). Exactly: “divine” intervention!
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now, which of the goddesses in hyrule might govern 
“EXPLOSIONS?”

let’s go over the goddesses again.

Fayore: Goddess of Earth...

Naryu: Goddess of Water...

and DIN: GODDESS OF FIRE!!

see how it all works out?

Just in case you dont let me explain lol:

Din is telling the goron to give you the powder kegs at a lower price.
(this is doubly-fitting because Din is the goddess of gorons, whereas nayrue 
is the goddess of the soras and faire is the goddess of the deku lands)

get it? Din is compelling the goron, aiding you in your joruney just 
as she always does. Which begs another question:

if Din is doing all of these things for you: preserving your deku 
sticks, “mind-controlling” gorons to give you cheaper bombs, then what’s 
YOUR goddess, Farore doing for you?

It almost seems like she’’s absent! Ill hagve to investigate further in 
the future lol. Ill figure it out dont worry lol.

So, anyway, yeah, that’s that lol. Tell me what you think later. Feel 
better!

Girl:
thanks

Mickey:
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hey! How are you feeling!

Girl:
better, thanks

Mickey:
did you like learning about the new Blessing of Din that I 

discovered? (So far it seems like she’s working in all of the elements: the 
dekus sticks (earth) and now the powder kegs (fire). I cant wait to see where
else she has her paws lol!)

Girl:
I think maybe those prices were just an oversight. Because in the 

remake the Powder Keg Shop sells them for just 20 rupees.

Mickey:
1 sec

lol ahhhh, seems like nintendo is trying to make things harder to 
discover lol. Covering their tracks as it were.

But “knowledge hunters” like me wont ever rest lol xD (you can see 
this fro yourself the way ive discovered 2 of Din’s Secret Blessings lol). I 
wonder if there’s only 3 or if there’s even more… well first thing’s first, 
gotta find the third right? XD

hey, do you think Din’s Secret Blessings is big enough to have its 
own page? Or do you think it should just go on the Majora’s Mask and 
Ocarina pages?

Girl:
I know a good page for it.

Mickey:
! which one?
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Girl:
Zeldafans.com/fan_theories

Mickey:
lol very funny… -_- well, im glad ur feeling better. Im gonna go 

send some welcome messages to the new members lol, ill ttyl

Girl:
thank you, later

Mickey:
hey

I see ur online, hurry up! You're going to love this lol

Girl:
?

Mickey:
Song has agreed to a duel against me. So after I defeat him, he'll 

leave you alone.

Girl:
no

Mickey:
no Im serious lol. I challenged him this morning. The last of the 

traitors that I have not yet dealt with, who tricked my maiden into sending 
him her tummy pics.

Of course I wouldnt stand for this lol. Would Link tolerate Zelda 
showing her stomach to gandondorf? Or Ruto showing her stomach to 
Morpha? Or Malon/Romani showing her stomach to Ingo? Or Saria 
showing her stomach to Mido? Doubtful xD very doubtful indeed… of 
course, I dont blame you, my dear. it’s not your fault. I know that Song is 
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very intelligent (just not when it comes to zelda lol) and that he manipulated
you into it. Very dangerous, asians are with their intellect. But still no match
for me, who’s studied the ways of Tesla and Bill Nye.

once im finished with him, he'll never bother either of us again and 
leave the site once and for all lol, dont worry.

Girl:
no, leave him alone

Mickey:
dont worry, I know I can defeat him.

we’re having a “Zelda Knowledge Showdown”

I just need to find a trustworthy third-party to judge and give us 
questions.

Girl:
mickey please stop

Mickey:
dont worry, he cannot hurt you anymore…

I know he hypnotized you (like the old women do to the desert-
woman in ocarina of time) into giving him those tummy pics.

If only you knew how valuable those really are lol… you wouldnt 
just throw them at strangers like that (especially evil ones like Song)

Girl:
Mickey I lied, I never sent Song a pic of my stomach.

Mickey:
huh?
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Really?!

Girl:
really

Mickey:
lol so finally you come clean lol xD

I knew you never sent any pics to Song lol xD I know you much 
better than you realize (Im extremely good at reading people in general, but 
especially you I think lol—this might have to do with our high-compatibility
lol)

but still, I didnt appreciate you trying to play a little game on me like
that lol xD and so I used Song as a sacrificial pawn in order to get you to 
confess lol. If you had not, Song simply would have been destroyed in the 
Zelda Knowledge throwdown, and I’d win either way lol.

Hey though, you played a pretty cute trick so dont feel bad lol. But 
remember this next time you think about joking to me that you sent another 
man a lewd image of yourself lol xD okay?

Girl:
okay

Mickey:
have you learned your lesson?

Girl:
I’ve learned my lesson.

Mickey:
lol good. *kisses you* and so my queen, what needs to be done 

today?

Girl:
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well Alex’s little brother told their parents about you.

Mickey:
oh.

Girl:
yeah “oh”

I already spoke with them and told them you’re only 12 years old 
yourself and that you’re really harmless.

Mickey:
...

Girl:
okay. Anyway they just want you to apologize to Alex and Charlie 

the little brother.

You made Charlie cry when you told him that you would parade 
Alex’s corpse around their town. That was very very messed up of you and 
you’re lucky I was able to convince 

Mickey:
...you expect me to apologize?

Girl:
Yes.

Mickey:
and what’s in it for me?

...maybe…?

Girl:
if you don’t apologize to them, the parents will be filing a police 

report. And if the cops follow up, they’ll find out that you’re not actually a 
12 year old.
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Mickey:
I will apologize to Charlie for upsetting him. But I will NOT 

apologize to Alex, because I meant my words! He tries to take my kingdom, 
and he expects no violence? Ha! Very funny. Being weak and overtrusting is
why the King of Hyrule lost his kingdom to ganonford. But  I wont be 
making the same mistake.

Girl:
you don’t have to mean the apology, just make it. doesn’t that sound 

like something Sun Tzu would recommend?

Mickey:
who?

Wait

Girl:
… the Art of War?

Mickey:
yes of course lol xD my monitor just glitched a little so it obfuscated 

the words you’d said lol. It looked to me that you said “Nus Uzt” lol—so I 
was thinking “who’s that!” lol xD

Girl:
okay. Make the apology please.

Mickey:
very well… but we’ll have a messenger deliver it to them. It is 

unfitting of the king to send his own royal decrees.

Girl:
Just send it to them.

Mickey:
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no my lady, the king is no mailman lol. we’ll find a fitting carrier 
among our servants (forum members)

Girl:
NO, SEND IT TO THEM. AS SOON AS YOU’RE DONE 

WRITING IT, SEND IT. I’M GOING TO SLEEP AND I EXPECT IT TO 
BE DONE WHEN I WAKE UP. GOODNIGHT.

Mickey:
hey…

I know im not supposed to talk to you now… since I was ambushed 
and unfairly "beaten"…

but … please… I need someone right now…

no… I knead YOU right now…

*need

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
… you're really risking it all to talk with me? Truly, you are like an 

Elven princess…

Girl:
it's okay Mickey. Song doesn't care. He never wanted or expected 

you to stop talking to me after he beat you in the Zelda Knowledge Duel. 
And try not to feel too bad about losing. You couldn't have known Song 
actually worked for Nintendo. Even though that's really what you were 
hoping for from the beginning with your Asian Outreach Program.

You just shouldn't have insisted on going through with the duel.
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Mickey:
…

…...

Girl:
what

Mickey:
I just dont understand, I guess…

Girl:
?

Mickey:
how far does the rabbit hole go exactly? If liars like Song (and those 

"judges") are working for Nintendo, then what does the canon even mean? 
What is it worth?

Song knew nothing about Din's Secret Blessings (which I've 
discovered yet another one of lol). Like he actually knew NOTHING about 
them! What deos that tell us about the caliber of men (and women) working 
at nintendo lol…

things really have gone downhill, huh?…

if nintendo wont, or cant, even defend their own product with the 
Truth then who will?

Lol… of course… we will. And I'll lead the charge.

Im so angry right now Im shaking… that bastard song wont get away
with falsely-humiliating me like that…

Girl:
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Mickey Song beat you fair and square. It doesn't get much more 
official than the entire Zelda story team voting for him.

And also saying "We appreciate his enthusiasm, but none of what 
Mickey was saying were things that we thought of."

Mickey:
I dont believe for a second that they wre actual nintendo employees 

and knew nothing about the Death Mountain Rocks lol…

Girl:
the what?

Mickey:
?

weren't you watching the showdown on the livestream?

Girl:
no Mickey, I'm not awake at 3am. And you shouldn't be either. That's

insane.

Mickey:
well what's Song's excuse!

Girl:
Mickey, that's only 4pm in Japan.

Mickey:
so you really believe he's in Japan?

Girl:
yes. I can see Japanese stuff all around him in the pics.

Mickey:
what?
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What is he sending you?

Girl:
pictures

Mickey:
of?

�What? His abs? 

you want to see mine? They're not extremely visible but you can see 
the outlines. I've been bulking so thats why but they're very hard

Girl:
no thanks

Mickey:
so what does he send you, dont try dodging the question

Girl:
tell me about the Death Mountain Rocks please

Mickey:
you reallu dont know about them? Lol…

essentially, they're the Hyrule-counterpart of Din's Secret Blessing of
Fire in Termina

remember how she makes the secret goron in the corner of the bomb 
shop sell you cheaper powder kegs?

Girl:
of course

Mickey:
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well her blessing is less… "explosive" in Hyrule lol xD but it's still 
deeply related to fire and to gorons of course lol

and so here it is:

If you are missing any hearts… the rocks in Death Mountain will 
ALWAYS have hearts inside of them! And we know that it's not a 
coincidence because when your hearts are full, they always have rubees. 
Therefore we know it's intentional. Now who might have the power to affect
the contents of a rock? (who else besides the goddess of the gorons lol) Now
how's that for a blessing lol xD

Girl:
incredible

Mickey:
so there's yet another example of Din looking out for you (strangely, 

not Faroroe once again… makes you wonder if she even WANTS link to 
succeed…)

now tell me what kind of pictures song sends you please.

Dont think I forgot lol.
Girl:

normal pictures

Mickey:
there's nothing normal about sending girls pics of your abs lol

unless you were lying and he's never sent you any lol xD

oh my science, I bet that's it right! Just like you were lying about 
sending your tummy to him lol… oh what tangled webs you weave lol but I 
cut right to the heart as always lol

Girl:
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you really want to know?

Mickey:
Do I, a Knowledge Hunter, want to know something? Lol think 

about that question.

Does a master tactician ever scorn intel?

Girl:
I lied

Mickey:
Ah-ha! I knew it lol xD (from the beginning of course lol xD)

I doubted that Song had abs lol. I get the impression that he's more 
like a "nerd"--not one like me though, but the "traditional", less physically 
fit kind.

Girl:
no, he has abs.

Mickey:
huh?

Girl:
I did send him pics of my stomach, and the one I sent to you was just

one I took from google. I just wanted you to stop your stupid lawsuit.

Mickey:
…

(Mickey blocks Girl at 6:03PM)
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(7:15PM)

Mickey:
hey im still upset with you but I needed to temporarily unblock you 

in order to tell you to unlock the Skull Kid page, okay?

I need to add something to it asap

it's important

hey

COME ON!!! im sorry for blocking you!!!

(7:03AM)

Girl:
sorry, fell asleep early

Mickey:
really? At 7?

you expect me to believe that?

Girl:
okay goodbye

Mickey:
WAIT OKAY

maybe you DID go to sleep early, okay. So can we talk now?

Girl:
what is it

Mickey:
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?

I already told you

Girl:
sry didnt read all that before

Mickey:
…

well?
Girl:

what do you want to do to the Skull Kid page?

Mickey:
ive discovered something insane about the skull kids (and the entire 

Lost Forest in general). Even you (or that dishonest jerk Song) wont be able 
to deny its significance.

So if you have any integrity as a zelda fan you will allow me to add 
it.

Hello?

Girl:
what did you come up with

Mickey:
okay, get this.

You know how the skull kids play flutes?

Girl:
yes

Mickey:
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and you know how the skull kids shoot darts at you when you're an 
adult?

Girl:
yes

Mickey:
well???

notice anything strange about that?

Girl:
about what? They don't like adults.

Mickey:
No! Not about them doing it, but about HOW they're doing it!! 

They're shooting the darts at you with their flutes!!

Girl:
okay?

Mickey:
*sigh* one sec…

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transverse_flute

look at that.
Girl:

a flute

Mickey:
sometimes it almost drives me to despair, that I have to spell every 

thing out for everyone. It's not just you, plaese dont think im insulting you. 
It's just that it seems like no-one is able to "climb the mountain" and think at
my level, you know?
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Girl:
I know

Mickey:
think about how a flute is made, okay?

Girl:
ok

Mickey:
and now, think about how, say, a blow-gun functions.

Well?

Girl:
you're complaining that it doesn't make sense for the skull kids to be 

blowing darts at you, when their flutes shouldn't have a hole on both ends.

Mickey:
BINGO

(took you long enough lol, but I AM impressed that you got it. I 
think a lot of people would never figure it out without me holding their hand
all the way lol)

Girl:
okay, so tell me what you think this means, and I'll refute your 

argument.

Mickey:
HA! Good luck lol xD that's a funny joke, but we both know not 

even you believe that lol… so are you ready for the truth? About skull kids, 
and about the lost woods?

Girl:
yes
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Mickey:
okay…

so you know how saria's song is playing throughout the lost woods?

Girl:
yes.

Mickey:
wasn't it always safe to assume that it was the skull kids playing it?

Girl:
I don't know, maybe?

Mickey:
okay, let me…

try to make you understand lol…

the MUSIC is REAL in the world. It's not just "theme music" like in 
hyrule field. And we know this because kappa gabora tells you to follow the 
music. Understand?

Girl:
I understand

Mickey:
thank you. And now… we come to a major, major problem.

The skull kids cant possibly be playing the music.

Girl:
why?

Mickey:
you haven't figured it out yet?  Really???
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Let me explain.

We know for a fact that they shoot darts at you, through their flutes, 
because we can see the darts. We also know that they're playing transverse 
flutes—flutes that you play sideways……………………………… or so we 
thought.

Girl:
Mickey can you get to the point, Song wants to have a call with me

Mickey:
however, if they're blowing darts at you—which we know they are, 

for they damage us, and also "playing" those same SUPPOSEDLY 
transverse flutes—then that playing is a FARCE, it CANNOT be real! For 
the flute would to function as a blow-dart, it cannot function as a transverse 
flute! Do you understand? And this goes for the two who give you the green 
rupee and the blue rupee for playing with them! They were faking it!

Girl:
they also give you a piece of heart

Mickey:
what?

Girl:
if you play with them 3 times.

Mickey:
I dont think so lol. Anyway quite a discovery, right? Now, please 

unlock the Skull Kid page. This goes even further beyond that, but for now 
all I know for sure is that the skull kids are frauds. (who's actually playing 
the music for real will be my next hunt-- could it be farore? Finally trying to
help link?)

Girl:
I'm not unlocking the page, and I'll tell you why.
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Mickey:
hey what is song calling you about?

Girl:
their flutes obviously have a removable plug at the end they use to 

blow the darts, which they quickly remove when shooting at you. This 
debunks your entire theory.

Mickey:
lol xD but you have no proof that this "removable plug" exists.

Girl:
logically, it must exist, since, like you said, they're playing transverse

flutes and also using them as blowguns. The simplest explanation is that 
they're not "normal" flutes. Either they have plugs, or maybe they're crafted 
in some special way to simply allow the music with the extra hole. Both are 
simpler explanations than anything else you're going to come up with.

Mickey:
but they're not the correct explanations just because they're simple 

lol

hey what is song talking to you about?

Girl:
They're most likely the correct explanations. If you can come up 

with a simpler one let me know and then I'll let you ruin the Skull Kid page. 
In the meantime, you did actually discover something cool about how their 
flutes must operate, so I'll grant you that. But the idea that the skull kids are 
"faking their music" is unfounded.

Mickey:
unfounded!

Girl:
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I've really got to go now Mickey. Good find though. Ttyl.

Mickey:
hey!

Tell song he'd better watch out

actually no, just tell him you were talking to me. That should make 
him mind his manners...

Okay? Okay ill ttyl

(Later)

Mickey:
hey

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
well?

Girl:
well what?

Mickey:
*sigh* what did sing want to talk to you about

*song

?

you there?
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Girl:
Mickey what have you done?

Mickey:
hmm?

What?

Girl:
Mickey why did you merge the page for Granny with the page for 

Koume and Kotake?

Mickey:
?

didnt you read the notes?

I suggest you start reading the notes when you want to learn about 
the edits to pages. Do you know how to access them from the "History" tab 
under Edit?

Do you need me to show you were it is?
Girl:

you didn't leave any notes.

Mickey:
?

1 sec…

oh, it looks like it didn't save my notes. The server must have 
hiccuped.

Girl:
okay.
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Mickey:
Would you like me to tell you what the notes were? Or could you 

just take my word for it that the changes were justified.

Girl:
I'm certain they were not.

Mickey:
lol okay so I guess ill have to show you the light. This is one of my 

biggest finds yet (not as big as Din's Secret Blessings of course, but almost 
at that level)

Girl:
basically you believe that Granny is the same person as Twinrova.

Mickey:
There's no room for "basically" in science.

But yes, Granny is indeed the (future) form of Twinrova.

I predict now you will ask for my evidence.

Girl:
Correct.

Mickey:
think about the following:

in ocarina of time: what does "Granny" (Twinrova) do? She is a 
POTIONS SELLER.

In Marjoar's Mask (which takes place after Ocarina of time) what do 
the sister-wtiches do? They run a POTIONS shop.

Girl:
so what
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Mickey:
lol… I think maybe you don't understand so I'll try to explain further:

in Ocarina of Time, you never see Granny and Twinrova in the same 
place.

Girl:
because they live in different areas.

Mickey:
please let me finish

in Major's Mask, "Twinrova" makes NO appearance: why?

Girl:
because the sisters form her as a special attack and they are not your 

enemies in that game.

Mickey:
incorrect. (good guess though lol—and normally it'd probably be 

correct if we werent dealing with Nintendo- the king of plot secrets lol)

the reason why you never see twinrova in majora's mask is because 
she ALREADY used her power to go back in time back to Ocarina of Time 
in order to become the Granny—the SAME granny who sells you the blue 
potions. But because everything in Hyrule has a Terminian counterpart, her 
becoming Granny in Ocarina also created a clone of her in Termina.

In other words: after "dying" (faking death) in Ocarina of Time, the 
witches became interested in potions (likely because they were afraid of 
dying after coming so close after fighting Link. That's why they fled to 
Termina and became the Potions Hags. BUT for some reason they desired 
seeing Hyrule again (possibly because they were homesick?) and so they 
merged together and became Granny (AKA Old Twinrova) and went back to
Hyrule. And because Termian and Hyrule are in different realities, time 
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paradoxes do not matter. More evidence for this is the fact that Twinrova as 
seen in Ocarina of Time is young and sexy while Granny is old.

And even more evidence of this is that Old Twinrova married the 
Carpenter, whose employees love WHICH race??? that's right: GERUDOS 
lol. Did Old Twinrova hypnotize them in order to make them desire 
Gerudos? Or did they just see how well she treated the carpenter boss? 
THAT i'll have to figure out another time lol, but of course the biggest part 
of the secret is just that Granny IS Twinrova lol

Do you understand?

Girl:
yes.

Mickey:
! FINALLY lol xD

I was starting to get worried about you lol. (I know religious people 
have some issues with logic lol, but if you didnt understand this very simple 
explanation of Twinrova's origins I'd quite disappointed lol)

So, what do you think?

Girl:
I think Alex was right, and that you're actually progressively 

becoming more divorced from reality as time goes on.

(message deleted before Mickey could read it)

I don't know about this one, Mickey, maybe. But on an unrelated 
note, my friend told me she wants to start talking to you! I told her about 
you and she thinks you're really cool and interesting!

Mickey:
But I already have a queen lol. ;)
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Girl:
she just wants to be your friend, Mickey. She's really cool. And she's 

cute.

Mickey:
is she a gamer?

Girl:
yes, but she's usually too busy with work to play much

Mickey:
hmm? What does she do?

Girl:
she's a therapist.

Mickey:
cool

Girl:
right? I'll tell her to message you right now!

Mickey:
hmm… okay xD who knows? Maybe she'll give you a run for your 

money lol xD jk

Girl:
lol

Mickey:
so anyway, you're going to keep the "Koume and Kotake AKA 

Granny" page the way it is now right?

Girl:
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well I believe you're on to something, Mickey. But unfortunately, it 
looks like the page was reverted back to normal.

Mickey:
SAY WHAT?!? BY WHO?!?

Girl:
It looks like it was done by a user called… Marioneta

Mickey:
Marioneta?! Who's Marioneta!?

Girl:
new mod it looks like. I wonder where she came from.

Mickey:
Well it seems that she has now been revealed as a saboteur!!

Girl:
well you should message her, Mickey. See if you can work it out 

with her.
Mickey:

I shall!!

oh 1 sec

I just got messaged by your friend I think, is she Carlie?

Girl:
Yes! That's her.

Mickey:
I'll make sure to reply to her after I've given this "Marioneta" 

character a piece of my mind!

Girl:
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NO

Mickey I'll talk to Marioneta and tell her your theory. Please talk to 
Carlie.

Mickey:
hmmm…

Why do you want me to talk to this Carlie so badly lol?

Could it be…

Girl:
Mickey…

Mickey:
do you desire…

a love-triangle? To be with Carlie under me as your ruler?

Ive never thought about it… TWO queens… all for me…

Girl:
reply to her please.

Mickey:
okay, my lady I will. Just know, that no-matter what might happen 

between her and I, YOU will always have been the FIRST queen of the 
Zelda Encyclopedia. I'll say nothing else!

Girl:
thank you. Ttyl.

Mickey:
dont forget to explain to Marionette why she was wrong to ruin my 

edit
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oops, *Marioneta

Girl:
yeah I'm sure she'll listen to me. Ttyl.

Mickey:
later!

Mickey:
hey!

Girl:
hey, what's up

Mickey:
well, I'm happy (and a little sad) to report: I have a date with Carlie. 

But do not worry: I will not forget about you of course lol

Girl:
Mickey that's great. When?

Mickey:
This Thursday at 11am. Kind of strange time lol, I would have 

thought she'd be busy with her job.

Girl:
she's probably taking the morning off just for you.

Mickey:
Wow… you're right… incredible…

I must have really impressed her during our conversation earlier!

Girl:
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how long did you two speak for?

Mickey:
oh just a few minutes lol. She said that she really wanted to "save it" 

for our meeting in-person xD

I haven't even sent her any pics lol. Of course, I'm not surprised that 
I was able to swoon another woman merely using my eloquence and "silver 
tongue" lol.

So how are you this fine morning?

Girl:
not bad I guess.

Mickey:
you guess?

Girl:
wait

Mickey:
lol your uncertainty unsettles me.

dont worry, I understand how you must be feeling, what you must be
thinking.

"is mickey going to abandon me?"

let me make my answer clear: no. just like Link will never abandon 
Zelda, I too will never abandon you. I will go to Ganon and back to be with 
you, and if Carlie wants to tag along for the ride as well, and you're okay 
with it as you seem to be, then so be it.

Although I never realized that you were into girls as well lol… wait 
until Song finds out about the three of us lol xD
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Girl:
mickey don't tell Song

Mickey:
I understand. You want to break the news to him yourself.

To, hopefully, be able to heal his heart which will surely break. So 
bet it.

Play for him the Song of Healing, my queen, and I shall claim the 
mask of his defeat which he'll drop.

And then… my kingdom will be complete.

You of course will be my High Queen, as the First and the Fairest.

Well, I havent seen Carlie yet but even though I'm sure she's 
beautiful, she'll be no match for you lol…

She will of course be beneath you in glory, but will still rule the 
Zelda Encyclopedia with us together: and both of you shall submit to me, 
your King.

Well?

Hey

Girl:
headache ttyl

Mickey:
my queen… do you require a potion?

Hmm??
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feel better

(later)

Mickey:
hey, feeling better?

Girl:
yes, thanks

Mickey:
well im sorry to report it may not last for long. For it seems as 

though this "Marioneta" person has only grown in power. I am unable to 
revert her blasphemy! Someone (I suspect Song) has given her ADMIN 
privileges!!

Girl:
oh no

Mickey:
oh yes!! so what does this mean? Well, of course I'll have to execute 

Song. But will you be okay right away? Or will you need some time to 
grieve and mourn?

Girl:
maybe Song didn't do it.

Mickey:
lol, the only other person who could have done it was you, and I 

know you'd never betray me.

Oh, 1 sec

AH HA… I just received a message from Marioneta!!

Girl:
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what is she saying?

Mickey:
she's mocking me… heh… fool…

and now she's mocking you—and SONG too?! How could this be?!

Girl:
a mystery

Mickey:
INDEED! A mystery! Perhaps a spy sent from Nintendo?

My Lady, please, allow me to call the Lawyers.

Girl:
no my king, the kingdom cannot afford their might. We must solve 

this mystery ourselves.

Mickey:
ahhh…. Wise counsel, my love.

Very well… I will hunt the truth down myself. Even if it takes me all
the way to Nintendo Headquarters.

Googling plane tickets now, 1 sec

Girl:
mickey wait

Mickey:
hmm??

Girl:
let me look at plane tickets.

In the meantime please… tell me … a Zelda fact…
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Mickey:
???

ahhhh… it would appear as though all of this excitement has arisen 
in you the desire for knowledge lol xD

very well!

1 sec…

okay, I've remembered one. Are you prepared?

Girl:
I am.

Mickey:
very well!

Behold:

The Tale of Tingle: AKA… THE BOY FROM THE 
GRAVEYARD!!!

Girl:
amazing

Mickey:
yes! I can see that ALREADY, you are able to see the truth. But 

allow me to just pull back the curtain a little more lol!

It's a simple premise, but of course, the story is quite complex… 
when you get down to the details lol…

first, let's examine the evidence:
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when you first meet Tingle, you might assume that he is somehow 
related to Link, correct? But we know this cannot be true, because Keaton 
tells us that Tingle is Right-handed (and we can see this for ourselves lol)

so we know Tingle is not related to Link…. Then to who? Well, 
everyone in hyrule has a terminian counterpart, so we know that he must be 
SOMEONE in hyrule: and the answer is obvious of course lol.

The boy who's obsessed with looking for ghosts, becomes the MAN 
who's obsessed with looking for FAIRIES! That's a natural evolution of a 
hobby wouldnt you agree?

Girl:
I would. But doesn't the Graveyard Boy already have a Terminian 

counterpart?

Mickey:
Hmm?

Yes, Tingle lol.

Also: further evidence is that the graveyard boy "doesnt like trouble"
and that's why Tingle is never seen fighting, and instead is always safe from 
danger on his balloon.

Girl:
Wow. I see another connection, too.

Mickey:
Do tell!!

Girl:
Tingle is always on his balloon, right?

Mickey:
Yes, go on!
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Girl:
And Jim the leader of the Bombers—the Terminian counterparts of 

the Graveyard Boy—is always practicing with his blowgun against a 
balloon right by him! Cool, right?

Mickey:
yeah…

Girl:
Right? Jim? The Leader of the Bombers Secret Society of Justice? 

Such a cool little character.

Mickey:
…

mmm… ive got to go ill ttyl...

Girl:
Mickey, wait…

Mickey:
Hmm??

Girl:
What do you think about how Jim uses a *blowgun* of all things as 

his weapon of choice. Do you think their could be a deeper connection with 
Skull Kid, who also used a blowgun?

Mickey:
Ahh! Of course I've already noticed that, but yeah! Good job helping

me remember! There could be something there, certainly.

Girl:
You should look into it. My mind isn't strong enough to make the 

connections.
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Mickey:
Leave it to me! lol xD  I'll come back to you with something 

fascinating, I guarantee it!

Girl:
Thanks Mickey, ttyl

Mickey:
Later!
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(later)

Mickey:
hey!

Alert!

We have an emergency!

Are you there?

Maybe you dont have your phone on you (very unprofessional but 
we’ll talk about that later)--i’ll fill you in for when you get back then!

we’ve been betrayed! Just as I predicted, it seems like Song is 
working with “Marioneta”. He’s been APPROVING her changes to all of 
the pages on the site. Which leads me to believe that INDEED, Marioneta is 
a Nintendo spy.

Obviously they feared my legal team and so now they’re desperately 
trying to take us down from the inside!

Another thing: and this is very, VERY frightening.

I googled “Marioneta” hoping to find out more about her so that we 
could muster an effective defense and counter-attack, and I learned 
something very, VERY suspicious….

It seems that “marioneta” is SPANISH for PUPPET.

THIS is DEEPLY troubling, and leads me to believe that Nintendo 
has ties to Spanish gangs—possibly drug lords?

The only question is what do they care about a battle between 
Nintendo and us? Or maybe Nintendo is just using them as mercenaries… 
“hired guns” you might say…
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well, whatever the reason is, I’ve already locked Marionata’s 
account, and I’ll be digging through it later today.

Would you like to interrogate Song, since you were friendly with 
him before he betrayed us? Or are you okay with me unleashing my mental 
abilities on him?

Let me know ASAP, we have to act fast before he realizes what’s 
going on.

In the meantime, it seems as though our war might have to expand to
Latin America… if they want a battle, they’ll get one...

Hey, your online

Girl:
Hey…

Mickey:
okay, quick, read my messages!

Let me know what you thinking

Girl:
mickey I have a confession to make.

Mickey:
hmm??

now’s not the time for formal declarations of love, my queen (I 
ALREADY know that you love me lol dont worry)

Girl:
Mickey, *I* created the Marioneta, and I was using it to get rid of 

your fan theories without you being mad at me.
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But I can’t let you start a war against Spanish people.

Mickey:
…

why’d you do it?

no, don’t answer.

Of course I know the reason lol…

you were trying to make me stronger… to guide me with an unseen 
hand. Well… you succeeded. I know that even though the Zelda lore that I 
discovered is all accurate, that I should strive for even “bigger” finds. Din’s 
Secret Blessings? PSHH. It’s not enough!

No… I know what it is you want. What you want ME to find for 
you… you’ve been very clear…

if Din’s Secret Blessings aren’t enough for you, you want me to 
uncover the greatest secrets in all of Hyrule… but what are they?

Girl:
mickey

Mickey:
off my head, I can think of a few of course.

Such as… “who killed Link before the events of Majora’s Mask?”

or “What is the significance of Ganon playing the piano?: is he 
trying to summon something to help him defeat Link? More phantoms? Or 
is he trying to get a response from the Ocarina of Time? These questions 
have far-reaching implications of course lol… 
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we’re talking about Shadow Links on a massive-scale… the likes of 
which Hyrule has never seen before… you think theere were a lot of Big 
Poes wandering around Hyrule Field? Imagine all of them and more, 
replaced with Phantom Ganons and Shadow Links… the landscape would 
never be the same… who could stop them?

The Dekru tree, at his full power, wouldnt even come close… hylia lake 
would dry up forever… the gorons MIGHT be able to hold out for a while—
they’d certainly be the last to go… but Ganon’s army would starve them out 
eventually…

it’s hard to imagine all of this coming from Ganon’s piano-playing, but we 
know that it’s possible within the lore (sinc e he summons phantom ganon 
and evil link in the first place of course)--so the only question remains, 
WOULD he even NEED to use the poes in ordeer to “host” them, or could 
he just create them endlessly??

it doesnt matter very much, whjen you think about it… ganon can always 
create more poes… with every person he kills, we have another potential 
poe… oh man…

I understand now… why you had to lead me to this truth, by posing 
as Marioneta… 

“Kairi, thanks….”

Girl:
you should get some sleep Mickey, you can’t be late for your date 

with Carlie tomorrow.

Mickey:
lol xD you really want it to go well, huh?

Well actually I was thinking about being a little “fashionably” late 
lol, you know? To let her know “i dont really care that much”--and it’ll 
make her desire me more, you know?
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Girl:
That would definitely work on any other girl Mickey, but please 

believe me that Carlie is very different in that one aspect: she HATES 
tardiness, so please please please be on time, okay?

Mickey:
Ahhhhh, an aberration, eh? Thanks for telling me!

Okay I’ll be on time then, since she’s so unusual about that lol.

Girl:
thank you Mickey. You should go to sleep now.

Mickey:
So I shall! *pulls you into bed and holds you* goodnight… *yawns*

my queen…

Girl:
-_- goodnight Mickey

Mickey:
gey

*hey

Girl:
hey, how’d it go?

Mickey:
really good I think lol… we talked for an hour. She was kind of 

distant though…

Girl:
how so?
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Mickey:
I mean physically, she sat across from me. We just hung out in her 

office lol.

Her receptionist must not have realized what was going on lol, she 
tried getrting me to fill out some paperwork lol xD

Girl:
yeah lol

so are you going to keep seeing her

Mickey:
next week, same time! :)

then just one more date after that… and you know lol

what happens on the 3rd date lol

Girl:
I’m glad you’re going to continue. What did you two talk about?

Mickey:
well I did most of the talking lol xD

she would ask a question here or there (obviously trying to get a 
bead on my intellect lol—a very sexy game)

I think I confounded her at every turn though lol. She definitely left 
our date looking “worn out” in a sensual way lol. I think she didnt know 
what she was getting herself into with my mystery lol… but eventually, over
time, ill reveal more to her. When she’s ready. Too much at once might 
destroy her lol

Girl:
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Mickey you should be open and honest with her, please.

Mickey:
hmm??

why?

Girl:
she’s a good person and only wants to help you.

Mickey:
help me? Lol with what?

nothing that I need help from anyone with. Nothing I can think of lol
xD

Girl:
1 sec.

Mickey:
?

wait

Girl:
“everyone needs help sometimes lol, trust me”

that’s what you told me a long time ago.

Mickey:
yeah lol xD good catch. I was wondering if you’d remember that. 

But obviously there’s some differences between life and homework 
assignments lol xD

nice try thoughts
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*though

Girl:
Mickey please be honest with Carlie about everything she asks you 

about. It’s the only way for …

the relationship to work.

Mickey:
ahh… I see……

you’re saying that Carlie is almost as powerful of a mind-reader as I 
am… and that she will be able to sense me withholding information from 
her (shielding my thoughts as a psychic would say)

and because Carlie values timelieness , I deduce that means she will 
also value honesty and openness… hm….

Quite the conundrum… as you know, I do enjoy playing my little 
mind-games lol…

what to do.. what to do…

Girl:
if she tells me that you were completely open with her for 1 month, I

will give you a tummy pic

Mickey:
ah-ha!

Once again lol, the Art of War comes in handy lol xD ive out-
manuevered you once again, and the rewards reaped will be great!

HOWEVER… THIS TIME… THINGS WONT BE SO EASY ON 
YOU…
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Girl:
oh.

Mickey:
that’s right. Can you guess what my condition will be?

Girl:
yes.

Mickey:
well?

Girl:
fine.

Mickey:
I want to make sure we’re on the same page here. What do you think 

my condition is?

Girl:
im not saying it.

Mickey:
Very well. But you will agree to post the tummy WITH…

MY NAME SHARPIED ON.?

Girl:
yes.

Mickey:
“I <3 MICKEY”? WITH THE DATE?

Girl:
fine.
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Mickey:
!!!!!

ahh... very well lol xD i look forward to my prize... greatly... heh...
heh heh.... ha ha ha ha ha!!!

Girl:
what

Mickey:
i cant wait to see the look on Song's face...

when what he thought was all his... is going to be MINE... lol...

Girl:
great. just keep talking to Carlie please. Did she give you her 

number?

Mickey:
just her work number lol. i think she's still a little too shy and 

intimidated to submit her personal number to me lol... i cant say i blame her 
lol...

when i get her number, and she starts talking to me regularly... her 
mind will never be the same lol...

Girl:
yeah i know

Mickey:
well, im gonna work on the site a bit now, what are you doing?

hey?

you there?
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Girl:
sry, on the phone

Micley:
hmm?

with who?

wait

no please

dont tell me it's...

Girl:
Mickey did you figure out the connection between the Bombers and 

the Skull Kids yet?

or was it too much for you?

Mickey:
!

heh... i know you're just kidding... of course it wasnt too much for 
me... few things are, I think (ive never even encountered anything, even 
though it's logical to assume SOMETHING must eventually be too much for
me)

Girl:
so?

Mickey:
okay, get this:

there's exactly 5 members of the Bombers Secret Society of Justice, 
right?
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Girl:
no

Mickey:
hmm?
of course im excluding the guard to the hideout lol (he's not a FULL 

member obviously, that's why he's always on guard duty instead of 
patrolling the town with the other bombers)

Girl:
ah.

Mickey:
anyway, so do you see anything strange about that? 5?

Girl:
i dont know

MIckey:
lol okay, ill spell it out for you. how many skull kids were there in 

Ocarina of time?

Girl:
... three?

Mickey:
lol arent you forgetting anyone?

Girl:
i dont think so.

Mickey:
*sigh* let me try to explain it another way

how do you think the skull kids reproduce?
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Girl:
I don't know if they do at all.

Mickey:
they reproduce the same way humans do. and how do we know this? 

because there is a FEMALE SKULL KID!

Girl:
where?

Mickey:
the blonde girl, Fado.

Girl:
oh.

Mickey:
EXACTLY... starting to understand lol?

Girl:
no.

Mickey:
lol xD sometimes i think you're just teasing me, because it's all so 

obvious and i know you're very intelligent.

but ill lay it out anyway...

now, it's actually a popular theory--that i DID NOT come up with-- 
that skull kids are KOKIRI who get lost in the forest! so  what happened to 
Fado? she was last seen.... where?? lol

so that brings our skull kid total up to four. now what if i told you 
that the skull kid in majora's mask is NOT the same one as the one we met 
in ocarina of time.
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Girl:
then who is he?

Mickey:
well, we know that he knows Link... and we know that around the 

time Ocarina of Time ended, there were 4 skull kids (including a recently-
converted Fado)

so what happened, we might ask? how was another skull kid 
introduced?

well, there's two ways. either another Kokiri was lost (unlikely. it 
seems like the others are all content to stay in Kokiri Forest instead of 
"adventuring". only Fado and Sairia of course was brave enough to go to the
lost worods, but of course Sairia would never get lost)

so, we know that Fado and one of the other skull kids (probably the 
"loner" one) had a baby skull kid.

it's very likely that he knew link because Link went back to the forest
to play with everyone. So Link played with Fado and Skull Kid's new skull 
kid child (he's kind of like an uncle) and THATS how he knew LinK!

and so NOW... how many skull kids do we have? exactly... FIVE... 
one for each Bomber...

Girl:
except for the one guarding the hideout.

Mickey:
(yes, again, not an official bomber.)

now i know where you think im going with this, and dont worry.

im not saying that the bombers are the skull kids.
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Girl:
wow

Mickey:
what I am however saying is that the skull kid of majora's mask was 

teaching them WARFARE--- specifically with the blowguns, in order to go 
back to hyrule and fight against the other skull kids!!

Girl:
sry, gonna pass out ttyl

Mickey:

think about it: wouldnt he want revenge for his father since tthe other
skull kids shunned him?

and so he teamed up with jim, and they strengthened the group (they 
probably had fewer members prior to skuull kid joining)--and skull kid 
knew EXACTLY how many members theyd need to have the upper-hand 
against the skull kids, without having to move an entire army into the lost 
woods!!

and then, once the old skull kids are defeated, then what?

exactly... the bombers will become lost and become the new skull 
kids. with "Link's Nephew" as the ruler of them.

what he'd do after that, we can only guess. he'd either be content with
ruling the Lost Woods, or maybe he would try to invade Kokiri Forest if he 
became power-hungry. that we may never know.

well?

hey?
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what do you think?

oh, youre asleep lol. well i cant wait to hear what you think when 
you wake up lol xD i hope your dreams prepare you well lol. goodnight!

(later)
Mickey:

addendum

Girl:
hmm?

Mickey:
correction, rather

Girl:
what are you correcting?

Mickey:
I regretfully must correct the idea that the skull kid was preparing to 

wage war against the other skull kids in the lost woods.

think about it.

isn't it more likely, with the skull kids being pranksters, even referred
to as IMPS--that the skull kid would instead be leading the Bombers into the
Lost woods just for the sake of making them lost?

think about it.

what evidence do we even have that the skull kids have family 
bonds? so why would the "Link's Nephew" skull kid want to take revenge 
on the other skull kids for his dad? he probably does not even love his 
father...
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and that brings me to, possibly, the biggest and most devastating 
revelation of all...

Girl:
okay

Mickey:
I think ive figured out who murders Link before the Majora's Mask 

takes place (you know when you're playing as Link's ghost seeking peace 
and dealing with the grief of being dead)

Girl:
whodunit

Mickey:
Linker's killer was none other than... LINK'S NEPHEW!!

think about it!

if the LN skull kid doesnt even care about his own father, then WHY 
would he care about Link?

and who would be better-suited to killing Link?

the original skull kid who was Link's friend wouldn't do it (because 
Link taught him friendship). Fado probably wouldnt do it because she had a 
crush on Link (remember when she called him a real man??? lol) and the 
"twins" who give you the rupees for playing with them probably liked Link 
too. So that only leaves one skull kid that we know about, right?

we know that skull kids are no match for adult link... but Young 
Link?... that's scary... a dangerously close battle. and Link's Nephew 
probably attacked using stealth when you think about it.

Girl:
Mickey
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Mickey:
he could have just crept into Link's house while he was sleeping, and

assassinated him. who would stop him? Navi was already out of the picture 
by then.

unforuntely it would seem like Fate itself destined Link to be killed 
like this... betrayed, by his "brother's" son...

Girl:
Mickey.

Mickey:
hmm?

yes?

Girl:
What could possibly have been his motivation for killing Link? Also 

keep in mind that this character also does not actually exist.

Mickey:
lol you answered your own question xD

dont you get it?

Link's Nephew was angry and bitter because Link was stealing the 
spotlight of the entire forest.

all of the Kokiri girls liked Link. all of the Kokiri boys wanted to BE
Link.

and just like his father before him, Link's Nephew (I'll call him Skull
Kid Junior from now on) was a NOBODY--shunned by everyone.
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but if Link was out of the picture? Well, then things would be 
different. Then there'd be a spot in the forest for Skull Kid Junior.

it's safe to say he acted without his parents' knowledge, since they 
both loved Link. We can safely assume that he probably even made the 
whole thing look like an accident... but there is ... ONE extra clue we have...

do you know what it is?

??

it's Skull Kid Junior's REACTION to seeing Link's Ghost in the 
beginning of Majora's Mask. Remember what he said? "That shouldn't be a 
problem" Implying that he'd once fought Link before and was not afraid of 
him. Why wouldn't he be afraid of him?....

because he BESTED him in the past. Skull Kid Junior killed Link.

PLEASE unlock the Skull Kid page now, this is INCREDIBLE

i cant beleive i managed to stumble onto Nintendo's web of secrets 
like this! this doesnt just change majora's mask (now we know that the 
entire game you're going after your own killer) but it ALSO changes 
Ocarina of Time!! because if you choose to NEVER interact with Skull Kid 
Senior, then GUESS WHAT?

he'll never befriend Link! and ALSO if you don't do the quest for the 
Big Sword, then FADO (the former blonde female kokiri) will never 
become a skull kid!!!

and this COMPLETELY wipes Majora's Mask off the entire 
timeline!!

omg omg im gonna need EVERYTHING--ALL PAGES unlocked 
ASAP!! okay? im not asking this time, im ordering.
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hey!

you there?

Girl:
Mickey I'm kicking you from the site.
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IV: The Terrible Loss

Mickey:
wHAT

NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!! 

HEY!!!!!!!!!!!!!! DON'T YOU RUN AWAY FROM ME, YOU'D 
BETTER TALK TO ME!!!!!!!

Girl:
yeah im still here.

mickey, all of these fan theories of yours are really funny, but I'm 
very worried about your mental health. and I realize that by letting you 
participate in this site I'm helping facilitate your fall into insanity.

you need to stop making up wild head-canons about Zelda. I know 
you think they're "logical" but that doesn't mean they're real, and you have 
to understand this or else you're going to destroy yourself.

Mickey:
YOU THINK YOU CAN STOP ME? THIS WON'T BE THE FIRST

ZELDA ENCYCLOPEDIA I'VE CREATED AND IT WON'T BE THE 
LAST IF NEED BE

Girl:
If you make any more Zelda sites, I will stop talking to you. I'm not 

going to watch someone slowly lose their mind.

Mickey:
you...

you wouldn't dare...
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Girl:
promise me now that you're done with "Zelda Encyclopedias" or I'm 

never talking to you again, period.

Mickey:
i'm calloing your bluff. i know you better than that (much better)

Girl:
5

Mickey:
oh this again

Girl:
4

Mickey:
OKAY WAIT

Girl:
3

Mickey:
STOP COUNTING ILL DO WHATEVER

Girl:
say "I promise to stop making up stories about Zelda. Also, I will 

continuing seeing Carlie every week."

Mickey:
FINE

Girl:
2

Mickey:
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I PROMISE TO STOP MAKING UP STORIES ABOUT ZELDA 
AND ILL KEEP SEEING CARLIE EVERY WEKE

Girl:
thank you, Mickey.

Mickey:
...

Girl:
you know what? not good enough.

Mickey:
WHAT

HEY

Girl:
You also have to read "Mere Christianity" and "The Screwtape 

Letters" by C.S. Lewis.

Mickey:
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!

WHY??????????????????

YOU'RE TRYING TO BRAINWASH ME NOW!!!!

Girl:
Yes I am. Your brain is filthy. I'm trying to help you because you're a 

deeply broken individual, and you're too arrogant to realize it. But God will 
humble you.

Mickey:
I REFUSE TO DENY SCIENCE.
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Girl:
https://yourlogicalfallacyis.com/strawman

Mickey:
I did not commit a logical gfallacy!!

this is crazy! maybe I should stop talking to YOU!! how about that?

Girl:
you would spare me a lot of grief, Mickey. But I want to help you, 

and it'd be wrong of me not to try.

Mickey:
YOU THINK YOUR GOD CAN DEFEAT SCIENCE?

SCIENCE IS HOW IM TALKING TO YOU RIGHT NOW. WHAT 
DO YOU THINK ABOUT THAT?

Girl:

https://yourlogicalfallacyis.com/strawman

Mickey:
STOP THAT!

Girl:
No, I'm done coddling you Mickey. You're going to learn how to be a

real man. Because I'm done with you talking about how intelligent and great
you are. You're a CLOWN, and you can't even realize it because you're so 
full of yourself that anything that even gently challenges your ego bounces 
off of you like rubber.

I'm done with it. Now it's time for YOU to "gird yourself for the 
mental fight of your life"

Mickey:
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...

...........

... *grabs hold of you and throws you on to the bed*

Girl:
No roleplaying until you've finished one of the books, and I'll be 

quizzing you. Don't bother looking for notes online. If you don't read the 
books I'll be able to tell.

Mickey:

*storms away*

...

(5 minutes later)

do you have copies?

of the books

Girl:
yes, but I think you should buy them instead. they're not expensive 

and they'll serve you for life.

Mickey:
i cant believe that all this time... my Zelda was actually Ganondorf...

Girl:
order the books. I'll ttyl.
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Mickey:
The total came to $27.52.

have i told you my paypal yet

Girl:
Mickey I'm not giving you money.

Mickey:
WHAT

how can tou force my to BUY books and then NOT reimburse me???

Girl:
Did I force you?

Mickey:
....

Grrr........

Girl:
which one are you starting first?

Mickey:
i dont know, but ill be reading Game of Thrones first. You never said

i had to read your books immediately.

Girl:
No, you do have to read them immediately.

Mickey:
HEY!!!

THAT WASNT THE DEAL!
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Girl:
I am altering the deal. Pray I don't alter it any further.

Mickey:
im not praying for anything!

Girl:
which book are you reading first? I'll even read it again with you.

Mickey:
...which is less stupid?

Or are they both stupid?

Girl:
They're both probably beyond you, but I think since Screwtape is in 

a fictional setting it'll be easier for you to handle. So that's what we'll read 
first.

Mickey:
?

what is that stupposed to mean?

Girl:
Let me know when they come in, Mickey.

Mickey:
fine

what are you doing now?

Girl:
relaxing

Mickey:
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how?

Girl:
lying down.

Mickey:
in bed?

Girl:
yes.

Mickey:
and?

?

are you doing anything else?

Girl:
like what?

Mickey:
lol you know...

isnt it a sin to pleasure yourself?

Girl:
Yes, that's a sin. But I'm just lying down.

Mickey:
lol sure...

whatever you say lol...

just seems kind of hypocritical xD
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i guess it's true what they say about christian girls lol

?

hey
isn't it hypocritical lol?

Hey?

You there?

Girl:
what

Mickey:
well?

Any "confessions" lol xD

Still think i should have to read those books? (there's an old saying 
that goes "practice what you preach" lol)

Girl:
let me respond without interrupting me, okay?

Mickey:
hmm?

Well? God ahead lol

*go ahead, not god ahead.

Girl:
you have this very strange and incredibly annoying mental condition,

where you get this idea in your head, and then you start automatically acting
as if that idea is reality.
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I just told you I was lying down, and then for some reason you 
*decided* that that means I was masturbating, and so despite me saying "I'm
just lying down", you continued to spend half an hour sending me messages 
as if I was masturbating.

I have no idea how to handle this. If you had anything approaching a 
clue as to how annoying that is, you'd join a monastery and take a vow of 
silence.

I don't think you're aware that you're doing it, so I can only assume 
it's related to some kind of disorder and I hope to God that Carlie is able to 
help you overcome it, because I doubt that I can.

Mickey:
lol... so...

the truth finally comes out...

you've finally admitted that you are no match for my mind.

Heh... can't say I'm surprised. Even you, who I did respectf for a 
time, could never really hold engaging conversations on intellectual issues 
with me lol... of course I still like you, so dont worry lol

Girl:
I know what needs to happen to you.

Mickey:
Hmm? Lol what?

Girl:
Prideful idiots cannot be fixed.

Mickey:
?
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excuse me? *stares at you with an intimidating face*

Girl:
You need to be broken entirely first, and then rebuilt. Otherwise 

you'll just be too stupid to understand the reading anyway.

Only a man who's been utterly defeated can be freed from his pride, 
and only then will he be able to see himself as he really is, and understand 
what God is.

Mickey:
lol xD they really got you good, huh? Well im glad i can return the 

books at least xD They arent going to be in until Wednesday anyway, so we 
might as well talk about something else lol did you ever finish breath of the 
wild?

Girl:
Mickey, this is ALL that there is. Don't you see that nothing else 

matters?

Mickey:
hmm? Lol xD what are you talking about lol. We give our own lives 

meaning lol: exactly like in breath of the wild.

Girl:
No Mickey, we don't. We are born with purpose, and we need to 

strive to achieve that. And if we do, then we'll truly be happy.

Mickey:
lol prove it xD

Girl:
this is exactly why you're not a real man. Instead of acknowledging 

the truth that you know in your heart, you'd rather ARGUE that the truth 
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doesn't exist in the first place. For what purpose? So you can live a life filled
with tiny little pleasures?
Mickey:

lol i dont need a fake magical fake god to be fulfilled lol xD it's 
actually quite pathetic if you do need one lol but i guess this explains why 
youre bad at breath of th eiwild xD

Girl:
you're lying to yourself, just like everyone else who says that. If 

"needing" one thing for fulfillment is pathetic, then what's an example of 
non-pathetic fulfillment?

I doubt you'll be able to answer that, so I'll just ask: What does 
"fulfillment" even look like to you?

Mickey:
?

what do you mean?

Girl:
I can't dumb that question down any further.

Mickey:
well it's very vague lol xD so it's not a very good question.

However! For my counter-attack, I will turn it back around on YOU 
now! "What does fulfillment look like to YOU?" Ah-ha!

Girl:
Being a wife, a mother, and raising my children to be righteous.

Mickey:
lol xD that's kind of sad isn't it?

Girl:
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how?

Mickey:
you do realize women are allowed to have jobs now don't you?

Girl:
what do I get out of a job?

Mickey:
lol

you dont think you get anything out of a job?

Really?

Girl:
what do I get out of a job?

Mickey:
...

so you'd rather be a parasite leeching off of the system? Lol real cool
xD

Girl:
I'll repeat myself since I guess you can't read.

Mickey:
wait

I can read i was just kiding

Girl:
I want to be a wife and mother.

Mickey:
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lol so you think that's all that women are capable of?

Quite an outdated mindset dontcha think lol

Girl:
"That's all?" Don't pretend you have any idea how difficult it is to be 

a good wife and mother or how valuable they are. You think raising kids is 
easy? You think replenishing the human race is just "that's all"?

Mickey:
lol well i think i'd be very excellent at it. Id teach them to value 

science and scientists just like i do. And theyd probably BECOME scientists
or at LEAST great mathetmaticians! And then they'd help make huanity 
better just like the scientists before them! (and as ive explaiend to you many 
times, we need scientists now more than ever)

Hey btw whats Song number? I need to talk to him about something 
(no not about you)

Girl:
It's really easy to just say you'd be a good parent and that it'd be a 

piece of cake for you.

Mickey:
lol i dont enven want kids anyway so it doesnt make a difference lol i

just think it's kind of sad that you think your need to get married and have 
kids to have a fulfilling life lol xD

whats wrong's number?

*Song's number?

Girl:
so then what does fulfillment look like to you? You never answered. 

You can try to mock my answer, but it doesn't mean anything if you have no
answer of your own.
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You gonna watch Avengers another hundred times? Is that your life's 
goal?

Mickey:
I never said that. (and i have not scene avengers 100 times)

Girl:
So then what? What will make your life feel complete?

Reading Game of Thrones? Then what?

Mickey:
i know what your drying to do, but it wont work on me. Im too smart

lol. (And theres nothing wrong with games of thrones)

Girl:
What do you think I'm trying to do?

Mickey:
youre just trying to make me feel bad (and you say your a good 

person lol xD)

Girl:
All I asked you was what your idea of fulfillment is. If it makes you 

feel uncomfortable that I listed things that you enjoy doing, maybe you 
should think about why that is. A lot of people can just go through life 
"comfortably", but we all know in our hearts that we long for something 
greater than the "day to day." This gives us anxiety, and instead of facing it, 
we shy away from it and hide behind small comforts like food or video 
games. And the more we shy, the weaker we become.

Mickey:
except you'ev made a critical error lol xD logically speaking, i have 

nothing to feel bad about, so then logically speaking, why should i feel bad? 
This isn't that complicated lol xD i just live life to the fullest!
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Girl:
God is the foundation of all logic, and you cannot escape from Him, 

Mickey. That's why if you actually were to think "logically" like you claim 
to, you'd come to the conclusion that you SHOULD feel bad about how 
you're currently living your life. But that's not *fun* to think about, so you 
avoid it and claim you're "living it the fullest" which OBVIOUSLY isn't 
true. And by not facing this, you also avoid the cure and strengthen the 
disease. The good news I guess is that at least you're still human enough to 
have shame.

Mickey:
lol xD can you prove, SCIENTIFICALLY, any of what you're 

saying?

Girl:
Not to you, because you're a bugbrain. But eventually Mickey, at 

some point in your ridiculous life, you're going to suffer such a terrible loss 
that your entire sense of self will be taken from you, and you'll finally be 
freed from your gigantic, stupid ego. And then, you'll be receptive to what 
God tells you. And you'll find a peace that you've never known before in 
your life.

Mickey:
lol i doubt it. Anyway, ive got to go to sleep ill ttyl. You can pray for 

me if you want lol and I'll THINK for you xD

Girl:
goodnight Mickey.

Mickey:
wait, whats Song's number?

Girl:
I'm not giving you Song's number.
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Mickey:
fine ill ask him for it myself lol

Girl:
go right ahead.

Mickey:
ill ask him in the morning lol. Anyway goodnight.

Girl:
goodnight
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Mickey:
hey

u there?

It's important

Girl:
hey

Mickey:
well, i have a few things to go over with you actually.

1: song is not replying to my messages through the site, so i ask you 
again to surrender his phone number to me. (dont worry, again, i want to 
discuss other things with him not related to you)

and, well, this is the hard part... 

2: i asked reddit for some advice on how to deal with you...

here's the thread...

https://www.reddit.com/r/relationship_advice/comments/g4wj4y/
my_gf_is_trying_to_convert_me.

well?

Girl:
I'm not going to read a reddit thread, Mickey.

Mickey:
fine, then I'll tell you what they said.

You are incredibly toxic, and I need to get away from you ASAP.
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(thats what they're saying—im still undecided)

i dont what to have to dump you, but if youre going to make me go 
down the dark road of science denialism, then ill have no choice.

Girl:
Mickey we are not dating

Mickey:
?
im your king.

And you are my queen

Girl:
Mickey, you just started calling yourself "king" when you briefly 

thought you were in charge of the Zelda Encyclopedia. You never even 
asked me if I wanted to be your queen.

Mickey:
you never said NO!

Girl:
okay

Mickey:
thank you... *takes your hand* it'll be okay my queen...

Girl:
Mickey, no. There's something you need to know.

Mickey:
oh god

no
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Girl:
I have to tell you

Mickey:
NO

(Mickey blocks Girl at 2:01PM)

(3:15PM)

Mickey:
we need to talk
as your king i forbid you to continue talking to any men other than 

myself.

Okay?

Thank you.

Girl:
Mickey, Song asked me to be his girlfriend and I said yes.

Mickey:
YOURE LYING

THIS IS ALL THAT BASTARD SONG'S DOING

MY KINGDOM, MY ENTIRE KINGDOM, HE STOLE IT ALL!!!! 
BUT HE WONT GET AWAY FROM IT!!!!

*AWAY WITH IT!!!

BOOKING A PLANE TO JAPAN RIGHT NOW!!!

Girl:
Mickey, Song's not in Japan right now.
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Mickey:
HMMM??? YOURE LYING TO PROTECT HIM? I SEE YOUR 

UNDER HIS SPELL... BUT THAT WONT SAVE HIM.

Girl:
Mickey, I'm not trying to save him, I'm trying to save you a fortune 

on plane tickets. Song is in my house.

Mickey:
NOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!! THE ENEMY'S AT THE GATES!! 

ALERT! CALL ALEX!!

WHERE'S ALEX?

HEY, DID ALEX TELL YOU WHY HE BLOCKED ME?

Girl:
Mickey leave Alex out of this. And Song is over my house because 

he's meeting my parents.

Mickey:
I HOPE YOUR PARENTS DIDNT LIKE HIM, BECAUSE 

TONIGHT HE DINES IN HELL.

I CHALLENGE HIM. TO A FIGHT. TO THE DEATH!!!

Girl:
Mickey you have to stop.

Mickey:
TELL HIM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Song:
Hey Mickey, this is Song, I just borrowed her phone.
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 There's an MMA gym about half an hour from both your places—
Vito's. If you really want, we can meet there tonight. Let her know.

Girl:
well, there you go mickey.

Mickey:
heh... song thinks ill wimp out... i know he does..

but im calling his bluff!

Hes expecting me not to show, but when i DO show, and I break his 
body in front of you, i will have my justice!! well... partly... ill still need to 
reacquire my land of the Zeldaencyclopedia... but you will be a start my 
queen...

Girl:
great. Have fun.

Mickey:
youre going to be there right?

Girl:
I'll be there, but I'm not going to watch.

Mickey:
heh... i get it.. dont want to see your precious song be destroyed lol...

well, so be it... as long as your there for my victory, thats all that really 
matters...

i foind the gym on google maps! I leave right now to reclaim my 
queen!!

Girl:
bye
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V: The Resurrection

(three days later)

Mickey:
I'm sorry.

Girl:
It's okay, Mickey. Did you see Carlie today?

Mickey:
Yeah...

Girl:
Did she ask about your face?

Mickey:
Yeah...

Girl:
Were you honest with her?

Mickey:
Yeah...

Girl:
Good! So it was a productive session?

Mickey:
Yeah...

Girl:
I'm sorry I had to lie to get you to see her, Mickey. And you know, I 

can't give you a tummy pic anymore, but I hope you'll stay on the right track
with her.
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Mickey:
I will...

Girl:
Good. Did your books come in?

Mickey:
They did.

Girl:
We can start reading them tonight, okay?

Mickey:
Okay...

Girl:
I've got to go now I'll ttyl.

Mickey:
Okay...

Girl:
One more thing, hold on.

Mickey:
?

Girl:
Song says you did really well and he was very impressed with your 

endurance.

Mickey:
No he didn't...

Girl:
-_-

Mickey:
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He really said that?

Girl:
He said he's never seen anyone stand back up after receiving that 

many blows to the head.

Mickey:
Well, I guess my defense is pretty good...

Girl:
No your defense is terrible, that's the point. But he said since he'll be 

moving here that you can train with him if you want.

Mickey:
Really!

That'd be cool I guess.

Girl:
Yes, it would be. But not as cool as what?

Mickey:
...

Girl:
Mickey?

Mickey:
Not as cool as being a modest and sincere man who is grounded in 

reality.

Girl:
Exactly!

/END
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Epilogue

Eventually the rot that we suffer in the Unreal world must spill over 
into the Real. Fortunately, these can have life-changing consequences.

And so as we saw, Mickey, believing himself to be a great champion 
and king of a realm which does not exist, challenged Girl's boyfriend Song 
to a fight.

But while Mickey was "living" in the Unreal, Song was living in the 
Real. Coincidentally, he also was a trained boxer and blackbelt in Brazilian 
Jiu-Jitsu.

When Song beat the crap out of Mickey, taking caution to not 
permanently maim him, Mickey was finally humbled in a way which could 
never happen in the Unreal world. The storm of fists he received were like a 
cleansing rain rinsing away long-unwashed filth.

The Mickey that awoke on the mat was not a "new man". It was the 
old one, the one he was born as and always meant to be.

Having his ass kicked forced Mickey, the great logician, to finally 
understand the worthlessness of the life he was living, opening him up at 
last to healing.

He continued seeing Carlie, then exposed by Girl as not just a 
therapist, but his therapist, for many months.

He understood Girl's "religious arguments" at last as the inviniclbe 
truth that they were. And as she had predicted, he found a peace he'd never 
known before in his life.

He would also begin training with Song as a physical outlet to calm 
his over-energetic mind.
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The following year, Girl would marry Song and their first child 
would be born. Alex and Charlie would take over the "Zelda Encylopedia", 
only for it to eventually be taken down by Nintendo anyway. (Nintendo is 
very protective of their proprerty and unfortunately the damage Mickey had 
already done to the website in secret was irreparable) The brothers 
continued working on other vidya fan-sites for fun.

Mickey was largely healed as a human being, and the wild 
imagination that had been fostered in his online mental-hell was finally put 
to good use. Song introduced Mickey to many of his contacts in the video 
game industry, and Mickey was hired as a writer for many projects—the 
insane, intricate stories he'd come up with became famous and he garnered a
cult following. Eventually he'd be subject to that "cliched trope" that was the
Happy(Good) Ending, meeting a girl and starting a family.

And though time would go on and on forever, Mickey and Girl never
stopped messaging each other.
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BONUS PROLOGUE

ROLE-PLAY HELL
-The Descent of Man-

"This inverted imagination produces things of which it is better not 
to speak. Some of them indeed might almost be named without being 
known; for they are of that extreme evil which seems innocent to the 
innocent. They are too inhuman even to be indecent."

—G.K. Chesterton, The Everlasting Man

"I've seen things you people wouldn't believe."
—Roy Batty, Blade Runner,

and Me, Right Now

I don't have the strength in me to explain exactly how I feel about 
adults playing make-believe online. But I wanted to write more obnoxious 
role-playing, so here's the story of Mickey's fall into madness.
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(several weeks before Mickey first messages Girl)

Mickey:
Hey guys.

Vinny:
Hey Mickey!

FlameLord1988:
Welcome, newbie.

Welcome to the clan.

Mickey:
thanks lol.

FlameLord1988:
have you chosen your new name?

Mickey:
my username's Mickey15

FlameLord1988:
no

Icemaster, did you not tell him?

Vinny:
sry

FlameLord1988:
Newbie, you must choose a new name in order to become powerful. 

It cannot be your real name, or a "normal" name. It must represent the 
strength you will habe.

Only then will you be worthy.
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Mickey:
oh

do you know how to change your username?

FlameLord1988:
you cant, you must create a new account

Mickey:
...

but im already level 13. and I just got rune armor today

ive been playing for days

FlameLord1988:
don't worry about that, just make a new account.

But you must tell us the name you will choose first, so we can agree 
on it.

Mickey:
I really dont want to make a new account tho

FlameLord1988:
you will follow th e orders of your superiors, newbie. Or else you 

will be unworthy of joining the FlameGuard clan.

(Mickey DMs Vinny)

I really don't want to make a new account, sorry.

Vinny:
just do it and ill give you a bunch of stuff. I can get you to level 20 in

like an hour
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Mickey:
fine

what should my name be?

Vinny:
something cool sounding

(Back in Clan Chat)

Mickey:
I have chosen my name

FlameLord1988:
incorrect.

You have chosen what you DESIRE it to be. Tell us, and we will 
decide if you can or cannot.

Mickey:
I want it to be Kingmaster01.

(Kingmaster was alreaady taken)

FlameLord1988:
ahhh… heh heh… I can see you desiere power lol…

(FlameLord1988 DMs Mickey)
But are you strong enough to take it?

*grabs you by the throat*

well?

Heh
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Mickey:
what?

FlameLord1988:
*lifts you higher*

have you ever rollplayed be4?

Mickey:
what's that? The star-things?

FlameLord1988:
*laughs* yes, newbie.

Mickey:
I haven't, is it fun?

FlameLord1988:
Fun? Lol

*throws you into the sky* try it!

Mickey:
*lands safely* ?

FlameLord1988:
not bad lol…

*grabs you again*

Mickey:
*escapes*

FlameLord1988:
*punches you into the ground*
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you've still got a lot to learn, newbie… lol…

(Back in Clan Chat)

FlameLord1988:
The newbie failed the test. He's not worthy of the name 

"Kingmaster" But I am… I'm going to make a new account. Icemaster, 
prepare to powerlevel me tonight.

Vinny:
I can't, I've got school in the morning.

FlameLord1988:
I suggest you get your priorities in order, then. You will do it or 

suffer punishment.

(Vinny logs off)

FlameLord1988:
Newbie, choose another name.

Mickey:
let me think…

Darkwarrior777?

FlameLord1988:
hmm….

no.

Darkwarrior666.

Mickey:
okay.
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That's too many characters, I can only do Darkwarrior66.
FlameLord1988:

Very well. Now prepare yourself.

Mickey:
?

(FlameLord1988 DMs Mickey)
Round two.

*punches a laser at you*

Mickey:
*dodges it*

FlameLord1988:
*redirects the laser at you and hits you*

heh… That's 2-0.

Mickey:
*retreats*

FlameLord1988:
no, your knocked out.

Stay down and I wont hurt you further. The clan can make use of 
you.

Mickey:
okay.

FlameLord1988:
I can tell youll be a reliable soldier for the clan. Even moreso than 

Icemaster, I think.
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Mickey:
Vinny?

FlameLord1988:
that was his human name.

Which he refuses to change in the chatroom. The first of many of his
insubordinate acts…

and now he's refusing to powerlevel me…

Mickey:
I think it's just because he has to wake up early.

FlameLord1988:
That's not an excuse.

Do you believe in making excuses? Tell me now.

Mickey:
no

FlameLord1988:
good…

in fact…

*lifts you onto your feet*

how would you like to take over Vinny's position, Darkwarrior?

Mickey:
I dont want him to be mad at me, he's my friend.

FlameLord1988:
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he WAS your friend. In the clan, you're both merely my soldiers. 
Fodder, if necessary. Never forget that.

But if a more reliable soldier like you was in his place, it'd be better 
for the entire clan: including him.

Mickey:
okay I guess

FlameLord1988:
Good.

Kneel before me. Use the stars to rp.

Mickey:
*kneels*

FlameLord1988:
I hereby knight you… *taps you with my sword*

the NEW Icemaster…

rise and claim your position, Icemaster. Make a new account.

Mickey:
I just made the Darkwarrior one.

FlameLord1988:
Don't worry. That one can be given to the former, Fallen Icemaster.

Mickey:
Can I just switch with him tomorrow then?

FlameLord1988:
Alas, we must take precautions. I foresee him not wanting to 

surrender the account to you. *looks off into the distance solemnly*
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Mickey:
okay. Well im going to sleep, ill ttyl. *bows*

FlameLord1988:
No. Not yet.

Mickey:
?

FlameLord1988:
Make the new Icemaster account now. And I will personally 

powerlevel you before I create my new Kingmaster account.

We have to hurry. I believe tomorrow after noon, the Fallen 
Icemaster will try to wage a civil war and attack us.

Mickey:
it's getting late.

FlameLord1988:
*Looks at you* are you rejecting an order, Darkwarrior?

*grabs you by the neck*

Mickey:
no

FlameLord1988:
beg me for mercy

Mickey:
please stop

FlameLord1988:
stop what? *chokes you harder*
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Mickey:
please stop choking me

FlameLord1988:
MAKE ME.

Mickey:
*escapes*

FlameLord1988:
HA! *recaptures you instantly*

you've out of your league, Darkwarrior. I have more RP experience 
than you could even imagine.

Mickey:
I surrender.

FlameLord1988:
Ha… *releases you*

so weak…

now log on, ill get you to level 30 and then we'll be ready to take on 
the Fallen Icemaster tomorrow.

Mickey:
okay.

(The following day, back in Clan Chat…)

Kingmaster:
Well well well, Former-Icemaster. You dare to show yourself in this 

server again?
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Vinny:
what?

Kingmaster:
I know all about your plans to overthrow me. But I outsmarted you 

once again… you never were as great as you thought you were, it would 
appear… now prepare yourself! *unsheathes great sword*

This is a new sword that I forged last night in Hell. It cannot be 
blocked, so don't even bother trying. And it's made out of demon-armor, so 
it'll suck out your soul if it even GRAZES you…

Sorry it had to come to this. Actually……….. ... No, I'm not sorry. 
You brought this on yourself.

*lunges at you and stabs you through the chest. You fall, utterly 
defeated and weakened permanently. I absorb all of your lost power.*

(Vinny logs off)

Kingmaster:
That takes care of the rabble, heh…

(Kingmaster lowers Vinny's role from Moderator to Member)

Well, Icemaster?

ICEMASTER, RESPOND!

Mickey:
sorry I forgot

Kingmaster:
if I were you, I wouldn't make it a habit of being forgetful. You've 

seen now what Im capable of. But enough talk… *throws you a blade* 
catch!
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Mickey:
*catches*

Kingmaster:
nice catch, heh.

Mickey:
what is this?

Kingmaster:
it's your first sword. The icemaster's sowrd. Its name is Frostbane. Its

magic blade will freeze anyone it touches (except for extremely 
powerful/god-tier warriors of course)

here, try it! *attacks you with a fist*

Mickey:
I dont want to hurt you

Kingmaster:
Oh?

*punches you into a mountain. You leave a big crater*

Mickey:
ow

Kingmaster:
*walks towards your hole*

Don't think I won't destroy you…

Mickey:
*hides inside the hole*
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Kingmaster:
FOOL!!!!!

*OBLITERATES THE MOUNTAIN WITH A PUNCH!!*

Mickey:
am I dead?

Kingmaster:
no. I controlled my power to only blow up the mountain around you. 

But as you can see…

there's no-where for you to hide.

Now if you dont want to die, you'll raise your Icebane against me!

*rushes towards you, with a clenched fist.*

Mickey:
I thought it was called Frostbane?

Kingmaster:
damn autocorrect. Yeah, icebane was what it used to be named so 

that's what was saved in my phone. I typed it right, but it messed it up.

*winds up, preparing to destroy you*

Mickey:
im confused

I don't think autocorrect would make that correction. It'd autocorrect 
if you misspelled the last few letters or something, but I don't see how it'd 
go from Frostbane to Icebane? And why didn't it do that the first time you 
told me the name.

Kingmaster:
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there's a lot you don't see, Youngling lol…

do you know what glitches are?

Mickey:
no

Kingmaster:
lol I couldn't explain them to you if I tried. You have to know a lot 

about computer programming to understand them. But essentially they're the
Chaos of the Universe coming through the computer. Understand?

Mickey:
Not really

Kingmaster:
Heh. *punches you in the stomach* that's… *punches you again* 

because *punches you again* your mind is still weak …

your HP is now in the red. There's no hope of running.

Mickey:
what's the chaos of the universe mean?

Kingmaster:
lol… you still don't understand…

*lifts you up* this world is chaotic, Icemaster. Death and destruction 
are all that exist. Look around you. What do you see?

Mickey:
im in the living room

Kingmaster:
you see chaos everywhere you look. Or, you will… once your 

stronger…
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*winds up to kill you once and for all* unless of course, you die 
here…

Mickey:
*blocks the punch*

Kingmaster:
are you blocking it with your Frostbane?

Mickey:
yeah. Did you turn off autocorrect?

Kingmaster:
Heh… *punches Frostbane, and it holds up, although th eforce 

breaks your ribs*

you survived… this time.

Mickey:
you should be frozen now though because you touched it right? Or at

least your hand?

Kingmaster:
Normally. However, I am not frozen...… *flexes fingers* hmm… 

interesting. Do you remember what I told you earlier about Frostbane?

Mickey:
no, what?

Kingmaster:
about its freezing power.

Mickey:
what about it?

Kingmaster:
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how it cannot freeze god-tier warriors

Mickey:
oh

oh…

Kingmaster:
Indeed. *stares off into the distance* it would appear that ive finally 

become a god…

Mickey:
oh.

cool.

(one week later)

Kingmaster:
Heh… *dodges your blow*

Mickey:
dang! How can you keep dodging all of my attacks, but I never seem

to be able to avoid your attacks?

Kingmaster:
heh. You're still too weak. Your training is nowhere near complete I 

see.You dont yet understand.

Mickey:
understand wat

Kingmaster:
understand the POWER that you're capable of when rping… watch 

this.
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(Kingmaster pulls Mickey into Clan Chat)

Vinny:
hey guys

Kingmaster:
behold, Darkwarrior.

*lifts Vinny into the sky and begins pummeling him*

Vinny:
oh

Mickey:
I thought I was icemaster now

Kingmaster:
no

not anymore. The icemaster position is no more, Ive decided.

*icebane shatters*

Vinny:
mickey ill ttyl

Kingmaster:
not so fast, Vinny. You have to ask me what your NEW name will be.

Vinny:
im not making a new account.

Kingmaster:
we'll talk about that later. what do you want your new name to be?
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Vinny:
it doesnt matter. Im not making a new account though

Kingmaster:
your NEW name shall be…

Thrall.

Vinny:
great.

Kingmaster:
yeah lol. It suites you well! Now go and forge Darkwarrior a new 

sword.

Vinny:
ok bye

Kingmaster:
make your new account tonight.

Vinny:
no

Kingmaster:
excuse me? *grabs you by the throat*

Vinny:
I only joined this clan because my sister was in it, and I only stay in 

it because josh and jim are my friends. Ur a freak and I dont care whether 
you kick me or not. Im not making another new account just because you 
want to change my name, ive got over a hundred hours logged in this 
account, im not doing it again.
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Mickey im really sorry I ever brought you in here. If you want we 
can start a new clan together. Josh and jim said theyll leave too if im gone.

Mickey:
oh

umm…

Kingmaster:
FOOL!!! THAT'S ENOUGH FROM YOU!!! *breaks Vinny's body 

and banishes him to the nether-realm*

(Kingmaster bans Vinny from the server)

Mickey:
where'd he go?

Kingmaster:
he's gone.

Mickey:
?

Kingmaster:
he's in the shadow-realm now. Trapped, until I decide to show mercy.

IF that ever happens. *smiles angrily*

Mickey:
he's not in the server anymore?

Kingmaster:
heh. So you see. My power… was FAR beyond his… *closes my fist

stongly*

Mickey:
I dont understand
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Kingmaster:
you will… *laughs*

Mickey:
im gonna try to message him.

Kingmaster:
NO *grabs u*

I forbid it.

Mickey:
?

Why?

Kingmaster:
he was a traitor.

And traitors never prosper, as youve witnessed. But to try to message
someone who is imprisoned in the dark realm is beyond your power. And it's
a crime anyway.

Mickey:
a crime?

Kingmaster:
yeah. He's trapped there for a reason.

Mickey:
he just sent me a message saying he's sorry.

Kingmaster:
oh I bet he is lol…

dont reply to him. Instead, take this
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Mickey:
?

Kingmaster:
dont interupt

take this. *throws u an even larger sword, which is sharp enough to 
cut boulders*

this Is the katana of sorrow. It was forged in hell along side my own 
sword. One day when ur strong enough, youll be able to unlock its true 
strength. But for now, you can barely even swing it because it's so heavy

Mickey:
katanas are very light swords tho

Kingmaster:
not this one. It's weighted down by the souls of the underworld

Mickey:
I dont really understand whats happening. Where's vinny?

Kingmaster:
heh… dont worry about him. You'll never see him again

Mickey:
no, he's my friend

Kingmaster:
u have no friends except power.

Not anymore… and vinny revealed what I already knew. That 
Firegod and Windmaker are both traitors as well…

heh… ill be dealing with them later too…
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Mickey:
well im gonna go, ill ttyl I guess

Kingmaster:
I forbid you to talk to vinny (not that you could, since he's trapped in

another dimension) but dont even try, okay? *points my sword at your 
chest*

this is the only way to obtain your true power. And to unlock the 
might of the sorrow katana.

Mickey:
okay bye

(Mickey messages Vinny)

Vinny, what happened?

?

Vinny:
mickey, that guy's an idiot. Dont listen to anything he says.

Mickey:
but he's the clan leader.

Vinny:
because my sister's boyfriend went to college and stopped playing. 

No-one else wanted the job.

Mickey:
oh

Vinny:
he's been getting weirder and weirder ever since he became leader.
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Mickey:
he said he banished you to the shadow realm.

Vinny:
he does that every time he's mad at me.

Mickey:
what does it mean? Where are u now

(Kingmaster messages Mickey)

I KNOW YOUR TALKING TO HIM, DARKWARRIOR

STOP IT OR ILL BANISH YOU AS WELL. AND MY FRIEND IS 
A MOD SO I CAN HAVE YOUR ENTIRE GAME ACCOUNT BANNED 
AS WELL

Mickey:
wait

I dont want to be banished, I like being in the clan

Kingmaster:
*looks at you sternly* your playing a very dangerous game, 

darkwarrior. Now log on, we're going to kill some goblins.

(Mickey messages Vinny)

somehow he knew I was talking to u, I dont want to take any chances
im sorry… we're gonna go on raid

Vinny:
it's okay mickey. Have fun.
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(One Hour Later)

Kingmaster:
another flawless raid. Heh…

Lightgirl2000:
good job guys ^__^

Kingmaster:
heh… you didnt do so bad yourself my queen…

Lightgirl2000:
lol thnx

Kingmaster:
*takes Lightgirl in his arms and walks away* divide the spoils 

among yourselves, warriors. We'll be retiring now.

Lightgirl2000:
I can stay for another raid guys

Kingmaster:
no, we shall retire for the evening. Log off with me now.

(Kingmaster logs off)

Lightgirl2020:
im sorry guys, 1 sec…

Don420:
log in with ur alt?

Lightgirl2020:
yeah brb

Mickey:
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what's happening? Is she coming back?

Don420:
yeah she uses an alt to stop that sperg from bothering her.

Mickey:
? Kingmaster?

Don420:
his name is Cody and he's a freaking idiot.

Mickey:
u shouldnt talk about him like this, he might know

he's been able to read my mind before

Don420:
okay mickey lol

Vera2000:
hey guys lol

Don420:
welcome back :) let's get going

Mickey:
id better not…

Don420:
?

Mickey:
I dont want to defy the Kingmaster. He might banish us like he did to

Vinny.
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Don420:
Mickey, you're just encouraging him to act like an asshole

Mickey:
no, id better not im sorry

(Mickey logs off)

(Kingmaster messages Mickey)

heh… you made the right choice, Darkwarrior…

to not defy me

Mickey:
u saw that?

Kingmaster:
my eyes are everywhere lol… remember what I told you… about my

power.

(Note: Kingmaster had secretly created a new account and was hanging 
around the area spying on them)

Mickey:
okay. Im sorry.

Kingmaster:
beg for my forgiveness. Use the stars. *growls at you* and *holds 

my sword over your head threateningly*

Mickey:
im sorry! *begs*

Kingmaster:
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not bad… anyway, im gonna hack vinny's account tonight and take 
his gold for the clan. Is there anything of his that you want for yourself??

Mickey:
no..

Kingmaster:
very well. Then you shall receive a great reward because you werent 

greedy. *holds out 3 treasures that are glowing with mysterious power*

(dont interupt)

the first treasure is the Totem of Angels, and it gives you complete 
control over women.

The second is the Angst of Fire and it will make you more powerful, 
but not as as me, but 2nd in command over the clan

and the third treasure….

Is the Oblivion Medallion. Using it will give you power just like me 
to banish your enemies into the dark-void.

Choose ONE, Darkwarrior.

Mickey:
do you recommend any?

Kingmaster:
heh. Well, the Totem of Angels I have no use for anymore lol, since I

took Lightgirl and made her my queen. Bbut maybe you would enjoy it.

The Angst of Fire is very powerful,  but unless ur ambitious, it might
be pointless.
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But the Oblivion Medallion… well… if uve ever hated someone… it
might be the one to choose…

Mickey:
okay. I guess ill choose the oblicion medallion

*oblivion

Kingmaster:
ahh… a wise decision lol

you've resisted the temptation of women, and rejected the thing that 
could make you rival me…. Very well… *thinks*

from now on, you shall be my EXECUTIONER, Darkwarrior. And 
you will charge forth with my blessings to enact my justice upon our clan

Mickey:
ok cool!

Kingmaster:
lol yeah… it is cool… in fact…. I think I might have your first job in

mind……. *smiles sinisterly*

Mickey:
what is it?

Kingmaster:
*looks over to you* dont worry about it for now. Log on early 

tomorrow and we'll go over it.

Mickey:
oky
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*okay. Goodnight.

And thanks again for the opportunity.

Kingmaster:
*glares at you, but smiles too* r u forgetting anything?

Mickey:
*bows*

Kingmaster:
*nods* u need to start RPing more, but I will say that thus far ive 

been very satisifed with ur progress.

Mickey:
thank you, sire *bows again*

Kingmaster:
good… good…. See u in the morning. *closes my iron coffin*

Kingmaster:

Darkwarrior! Come in! Emergency!

Mickey:

good morning

Kingmaster:

*glares at you* drop the cheerful demeanor, Darkwarrior. We've got 
a problem, you see. A big one. *begins putting on my plate armor*

Mickey:
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whats wrong

Kingmaster:

it would appear as though weve been bettayed even further

Mickey:

what happened?

Kingmaster:

it would appear that Thrall wasn't satisfied with being 
insubordinate.... now... it would appear as though he has dared to start his 
own clan with the other traitors *makes a fist*

Mickey:

whos Trall?

*thrall

Kingmaster:

good... good... youve already forgotten your old friend

Mickey:

sry i forgot you changed vinny's name

Kingmaster:

*grimaces* dont apologize. You should forget all about him. It'll 
make it easier for you, in the end...
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Mickey:

easier for what?

Kingmaster:

lol isn't it obvious?

Mickey:

sorry

Kingmaster:

*puts my hand on your shoulder. It's really heavy and weights you 
down* your the one whos going to have to kill him in the end

Mickey:

i cant kill vinny, he's my friend

Kingmaster:

what did i tell you? *grabs you by the throat*

YOU HAVE NO FRIENDS EXCEPT POWER

Mickey:

ssorry please let me go

Kingmaster:
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heh... not this time *squeezes ur neck*

Mickey:

please!

Kingmaster:

there's only one way for you to escape! But are u strong enough?? 
*stars crushing ur neck* ur gonna die. If u die in the RP, you die IRL.

Mickey:

what does irl mean?

Kingmaster:

In... Real... Life

Mickey:

NO! PLEASE!

Kingmaster:

*continues choking you to death*

it seems like ur just not strong enough lol... psh... it's over for you... 
I'M SNAPING YOUR NECK in 5...

Mickey:

PLEASE! *begs*

Kingmaster:
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4...

Mickey:

NOOOOOOOOOOO!!! PLEASE!!!!!!!!!!!!

Kingmaster:

3...............

2.................................................

Mickey:

*breaks out of your grasp*

Kingmaster:

FOOL!!!!!!

*grabs you again*

Mickey:

NO!! THAT'S NOT FAIR!!!

Kingmaster:

what are you doing to do about it? HA- HA- HA!!

(Mickey internally: "Think Mickey, think!") 

Mickey:

TAKES OUT MY OBLIVION MEDALLION AND BANISHES 
YOU

Kingmaster:

wait
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Mickey:

NO, I BANISH YOU!! DIE!!!

Kingmaster:

*blocks it*

Mickey:

YOU CANT BLOCK IT, IT'S NOT A PHYSICAL ATTACK.

Kingmaster:

heh... not bad... *escapes the dark realm EFFORTLESSLY*

But you cannot banish a god-tier fighter.

Still... impressive.... *releases you*

Mickey:

you weren't holding me anymore

Kingmaster:

incorrect.

Now... do you submit? Or will you face the grim reaper? *points my 
sword at you*

Mickey:

okay

Kingmaster:

*glares at you* kneel before me, darkwarrior

Mickey:

*kneels*

Kingmaster:

come closer.
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Mickey:

comes closer

Kingmaster:

WHAT?

Mickey:

sorry *comes closer*

Kingmaster:

do you vow to kill Thrall and destory his new clan?

Mickey:

but he's my friend

Kingmaster:

HOW MANY TIMES DO I HAVE TO REPEAT MYSSELF? 
*GRABS YOU*

Mickey:

okay please im sorry

Kingmaster:

go, my executioner! THEY'RE ONLINE RIGHT NOW, GO KILL 
THEM!! USE YOUR OBLIVION MEDALLION!

Mickey:

okay

how do i get it in-game?

Kingmaster:

it's not in the game

Mickey:

then how am I supposed to use it against them?
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Kingmaster:

*unsheathes my great sword* ARE YOU QUESTIONING MY 
ORDERS, DARKWARRIOR???

Mickey:

no okay ill go..

Kingmaster:

sea that you do. And then, once youve defeated them, and humiliated
them and made them want to come crawling back to me... then.... i will get 
their accounts banned.

Mickey:

how?

Kingmaster:

im gonna report them lol remember i told you my friend is a mod? 
Well... let's just say ive got some sway over who does and doesnt get 
banned.

Mickey:

ok

Lightgirl2000:

cody what the hell is wrong with you? Leave vinny alone.

Kingmaster:

My queen... you werent supposed to see this... this is a war council...

Lightgirl2000:

this is the chatroom of a video game clan

Kingmaster:

incorrect. It doesnt surprise me that a female wouldnt understand 
lol... everything... is war.... look around you. What do you see?
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Lightgirl2000:

im in my living room.

Kingmaster:

you see CHAOS... well there needs to be people to counteract that 
chaos... those people are heroes. Like me...

Lightgirl2000:

okay. Well i cant take this anymore, im quitting

Kingmaster:

lol xD

we should banish our court jester to the dark-realm. My empress is a 
quite the comedianne already!

Lightgirl2000:

bye Cody. Mickey, message me.

Kingmaster:
dont listen to her, Mickey

I mean, Darkwarrior.

Mickey:

i dont know what's happening...

Kingmaster:

BEHOLD!!! *takes out my Totem of Angels* i can use this to banish
her!! remember how i told you it controls women??

Mickey:

yeah?

(Kingmaster bans Lightgirl2000 from the server)

Mickey:

you banished her?
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Kingmaster:

*grimaces* unforunately, she left me little choice. It was apparent 
that she had already been corrupted. Obviously Thrall's taint has permeated 
even deeper into the clan that previously imagined... but that wont be a 
problem for long *pats my sword*

Mickey:

why did you need to use the Totem of Angels though? I thought you 
could just banish people at will.

Kingmaster:

lol *puts my hand to my head and laughs* you must not understand 
how magical items work

Mickey:

yes, that's what im saying... unless...

Kingmaster:

that's enough for now, Darkwarrior. Get some rest. Tomorrow, i order
you to slay Thrall.

Mickey:

maybe the Totem of Angels allows you specifically to banish 
women...

Kingmaster:

yes that's right. Now go to your chambers *dismisses you with a 
wave and closes my coffin*

Mickey:

but you shouldnt have had to use that, since you could banish Vinny 
before...

and then you gave me the oblivion medallion... could it be that...

Kingmaster:
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dont u dare

Mickey:

u have no power to banish me anymore

Kingmaster:

incorrect

*banishes you*

Mickey:

no, youre lying, that's why you had to use the totem on Lightgirl. 
Well I'm not falling for it anymore! You're a VILLAIN, NOT a hero!!!

Kingmaster:

DARKWARRIOR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! *explodes out of my coffin and 
kills you*

Mickey:

incorrect.

*dodges your blow and escapes*

Kingmaster:

*catches you effortlessly*

(Mickey leaves the server a split-second before seeing that)

Kingmaster:

NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!

(DMs Mickey)

HEY!!! WHAT DO YOU THINK YOUR DOING??? 
DARKWARRIOR YOU'RE ON THIN ICE HERE, GET BACK INTO THE
CHAT.

Mickey:

no... i finally understand now... *banishes you*
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Kingmaster:

HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA YOU CAN'T BANISH A GOD-TIER 
GOD.

(Mickey blocks Kingmaster at 7:45PM)

Kingmaster:

NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

And so Mickey had acquired all the tools he needed to be a jackass 
and would go on to use them to annoy Girl for many months. You know 
how that story goes.

God save me, this is 343 pages now. I'm not editing this any more, 
it's like 100 degrees and my neck is killing me.

www.inpieces.rip for more of my stuff. bye, thanks for reading :^)
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